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AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORYBENEDIKT L�OWE, JOHN R. STEELAbstract. In this paper we give an informal introduction to core modeltheory for the non{specialist at the level of Woodin cardinals.1. IntroductionZermelo{Fraenkel set theory with choice, or ZFC, is the commonly ac-cepted system of axioms for set theory, and hence for all of mathematics.Most of the axioms of ZFC express closure properties of the universe of sets.(The exceptions are Extensionality and Foundation, which in e�ect limit theobjects under consideration.) Although all mathematical assertions can beexpressed in the language of ZFC, and \most" of them can be decided usingonly the axioms of ZFC, there are nevertheless interesting mathematical as-sertions which cannot be decided using ZFC alone. The most famous of theseis the Continuum Hypothesis.G�odel's response to the incompleteness of ZFC with respect to assertionslike the Continuum Hypothesis was that one should seek well{justi�ed ex-tensions of ZFC which decide these assertions.1 This is known as \G�odel'sProgram" and is still one of the most important tasks of higher set theory.G�odel suggested strong axioms of in�nity, now more commonly known aslarge cardinal axioms, as candidates for basic principles to be added to thefoundation provided by ZFC. In the years since [G�o47], large cardinal axiomshave been extensively investigated, and have proved very fruitful in decidingin natural ways propositions about the real numbers left undecided by ZFC.They do not decide the Continuum Hypothesis, however.There are many other natural extensions of ZFC which have been studied;for example, there are the forcing axioms MA, PFA, and MM. We do notthink any of these extensions are currently well{justi�ed in the way the largecardinal axioms are, but they are certainly interesting and useful. Indeed, thedevelopment of any consistent theory can be justi�ed in a Hilbertian vein: oneDate: Submitted Version | August 1st, 1998.1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. 03E15 03E45 01A65 03{03 03E55 03E60.The �rst author was partially supported by DAAD{Grant Ref.316{D/96/20969 in theprogram HSPII/AUFE and the Studienstiftung des Deutschen Volkes.The authors would like to thank Martin Zeman (Berlin) for his comments and RobertSchmidt (Potsdam) for his TEXnical support.1Cf. [G�o47] 1



2 B. L�OWE, J. STEELcan regard such a theory as a tool for proving true �01 statements.2 In thisconnection, the following remarkable phenomenon has emerged over the pastthirty or forty years: the family of all remotely natural extensions of ZFCseems to be prewellordered by consistency strength3 moreover, it seems thateach theory in this family is equivalent in consistency strength to a theorywhose axioms are large cardinal axioms. One of our goals in this paper isto exhibit some of the mathematical structure underlying this remarkablephenomenon.4One can think of the large cardinal axioms as extrapolating from, andstrengthening, the closure principles on the universe of sets which are inherentin ZFC. One way to understand such principles is to study minimal universessatisfying them. It seems to be the case that for each large cardinal axiomA there is a canonical minimal universe satisfying A, and that the structureof this universe can be analyzed in detail. The consistency strength orderon large cardinal axioms corresponds to the inclusion order on the canonicalminimal universes satisfying them. We shall call these canonical minimaluniverses, and their \iterates", core models.5In general, one \computes" the consistency strength of a theory T extend-ing ZFC by proving T �Cons A, for some large cardinal axiom A. Thinkingof A as providing the standard measure, one says that T �Cons A yields anupper bound, and A �Cons T a lower bound, on the consistency strength ofT . Upper bounds are generally proved by forcing over a model of A. Lowerbounds are nearly always proved by constructing a core model satisfying Ainside an arbitrary model of T . In this paper we shall give an introductionto the core model techniques.62Of course, not all consistent theories are worthy of development; the point here is justthat a theory need not be true to be worthy of development.3Perhaps the most natural way to de�ne the consistency strength order is byS �Cons T () PS � PT ;where PS (resp. PT ) is the set of �01 consequences of S (resp.T ).4In fact, for \remotely natural" extensions S and T of ZFC, it seems to be the casethat S �Cons T if and only if every �13 consequence of S is a consequence of T . One canreplace �13 by �1n+3 in this last statement if one restricts attention to theories of consistencystrength greater than the large cardinal hypothesis \there are n Woodin cardinals". Thusas we climb the consistency strength hierarchy of \natural" theories, our theories converge,not just in their �01 consequences, but in their consequences of ever greater complexity.The mathematical structure underlying this aspect of the remarkable phenomenon has todo with the correctness properties of core models.5This usage of \core model" di�ers somewhat from the original one of Dodd and Jensen([Do82], [DoJen81]).6For a less technical introduction directed at a broader audience, see the survey in[Jen95]. The introduction to [MaSt94] also contains a general description of core modeltheory, and some of its history. Further history can be found in the introduction to [MiSt94].



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 3The simplest core model is G�odel's universe L of constructible sets7. Manyof the important features of core model theory are already present in thetheory of L: the existence of a �ne{grained strati�cation of the model withstrong condensation properties, the existence of a de�nable wellorder of thereals in the model, the absoluteness of the construction of the model (betweenuniverses resembling each other su�ciently, which in the case of L meanshaving the same ordinals), and the existence of covering theorems. Sincethe work of G�odel and Jensen8 on L, many larger core models have beenconstructed and studied. Although signi�cant new ideas have appeared, thesebasic themes remain. There is a great deal of unity of method in core modeltheory, and a great deal of resemblance among core models.At the foundation of core model theory is the existence of a constructivecomparison process, a method for iterating two approximations (called mice)M and N to the model in question so as to produce elementary embeddingsi : M! P and j : N! Q such that the hierarchy on P is an initial segmentof that on Q or vice versa.9 The problem of extending core model theory tostronger large cardinal axioms comes down to the problem of extending thecomparison process to more complicated mice. There are at least two ways toset goals and measure progress here. One can aim at mice satisfying certainlarge cardinal axioms, or one can aim at mice containing reals of a certaincomplexity. This latter measure is closely related to the logical complexityof the wellorder of the reals satis�ed to exist by the core model in question.It also corresponds closely to the constructivity of the comparison process, afact which lends it special technical importance.In the period between 1966 and 1980 core models larger than L were con-structed by Silver, Kunen, Dodd, Jensen, Mitchell and Baldwin10. Thesemodels can satisfy large cardinal hypotheses as strong as \there are manystrong cardinals", and certain aspects of their form seem suitable for modelssatisfying much stronger large cardinal hypotheses.11 However, the mod-els themselves cannot satisfy hypotheses much stronger than the existenceof many strong cardinals, and in the descriptive{set{theoretic measure ofprogress they do not go very far at all: each of these core models satis�es\there is a �13 wellorder of the reals", and under reasonable large cardinalassumptions, there is a single �13 real enumerating all the reals occurring inany of them. Behind these limitations is the fact that the mice approximating7Cf. [G�o40]8Cf. [G�o40], [Jen72] and [DevJen75]9G�odel's constructible universe L is something of a degenerate case here: the mice aresimply transitive models of V = L, and we can take M = P, N = Q, and i = j = id.10Cf. [Si71a], [Si71b], [Ku70], [Mi74], [Mi78], [Do81], [Bal83], [Bal86], [DoJen81], [Mi84],[Jen88] and [Jen90]. A very thorough introduction will appear in [Ze9?].11The models are constructed from coherent sequences of extenders (cf. Section 2.2below). This framework, due mainly to [Mi74] and [Mi78], seems adequate for modelssatisfying \there is a superstrong cardinal".



4 B. L�OWE, J. STEELthese core models can all be compared using only linear iteration, which is aparticularly simple comparison process.12 In [MaSt94], [MiSt94], [St93] and[St96] the authors make use of a more complicated comparison process involv-ing iterations with a nonlinear tree structure. This enables them to developa good theory of core models satisfying large cardinal hypotheses as strongas \there are many Woodin cardinals"13, and containing all reals which are�1n for some natural number n. These models still cannot satisfy \there is asuperstrong cardinal", and there is still an upper bound on the complexityof the reals which occur in them.14 This work represents more or less thefrontier of current core model theory.The purpose of this introductory article is to give the interested reader aninformal introduction to the concepts behind the construction of these models.We will be very sketchy at times, and this paper is not to be understood as ameans to learn core model theory, but merely as a means to acquire a roughidea of what it is, and what its central open problems are. The word \Proof"is to be understood as an abbreviation for \Proof Sketch" throughout thispaper.In particular, we hope to convey the important features of these ideaswithout sinking into the morass of �nestructural detail in which they areembedded. The level{by{level �nestructural analysis of the models one con-structs is the locus of some of the most important ideas of core model theory,and so we shall not to able to avoid it entirely. We shall, however, suppressas much detail as possible. We hope that the resulting outline will be usefulto anyone acquainted with the theory of iterated ultrapowers contained inKunen's paper [Ku70] on L[U ], and the �nestructure theory for L containedin Jensen's paper [Jen72]. The knowledge about L[U ] can be easily obtainedfrom [Kan94, xx12, 19, 20].One hypothesis whose consistency strength can be bounded below usingthe core model theory of this paper is the hypothesis of L(R){generic abso-luteness. The fact that this instance of generic absoluteness can be provedfrom large cardinal hypotheses15 is strong evidence that the theory of L(R)which follows from these hypotheses is complete for natural statements, and12More precisely, certain arti�cial limitations on the \overlapping" of extenders on thecoherent sequence from which the model is constructed are imposed. These limitationsmake comparison via linear iteration possible. They make the appearance of extenderswitnessing large cardinal hypotheses stronger than the existence of many strong cardinalsimpossible.13Cf. De�nition 2.2614This is again due to an arti�cial limitation on the degree of overlapping in the coherentsequence from which the model is constructed; cf. De�nition 2.30.The precise upper bound on the logical complexity of the reals in these models involvesthe game quanti�er for certain clopen games of length !1; it goes well beyond notions ofde�nability familiar from descriptive set theory, like de�nability over L(R). Cf. [Nee98].15The existence of arbitrarily large Woodin cardinals is su�cient.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 5hence has a privileged position. As an application of the core model theorywe outline here, we shall sketch a proof of the following theorem of HughWoodin and the second author:Theorem 1.1. If for every set{sized forcing notion P and every G which isP{generic over V we have(L!1(R))V � (L!1(R))V[G] ;then there is an inner model with a Woodin cardinal.In other words, the consistency strength of generic absoluteness is at leastthe consistency strength of \There is a Woodin cardinal".16Of course, we hope that this paper sparks an interest in core model theoryin some readers. The constructions described in this paper can be found inmuch greater detail in [MiSt94] and [St96], and will be described in somewhatmore detail in the survey article [St9?a].2. PreliminariesWe will introduce the main notions and some notation. Readers familiarwith extenders and premice can skip the �rst two subsections.2.1. Extenders. Many large cardinal axioms can be written in some formof an elementary embedding axiom. In fact, researchers in the �eld of largecardinals tend to use elementary embedding properties to de�ne the cardi-nals they study. If j is an elementary embedding from the universe V to atransitive class M which is nontrivial (i.e. not the identity), then we denotethe least ordinal � such that j(�) 6= � by crit(j) and call it the critical pointof j.To see the reection inherent in the existence of such an embedding, noticethat if V j= '[�], and M resembles V enough that M j= '[�], then M j=9� < j(�)('(�)), so there is an � < � such that V j= '[�]. Thus themore M resembles V, the stronger the reection in the cumulative hierarchypresent at �, and, it turns out, the greater the consistency strength of theaxiom asserting that such an embedding exists. The \ultimate" resemblanceM = V is impossible by a result of Kunen.17The large cardinal corresponding to an elementary embedding is its criticalpoint. So we have:� � is a measurable cardinal i� there is an elementary embedding j : V!M with crit(j) = �16This instance of generic absoluteness actually implies that for each n < !, there is aninner model with n Woodin cardinals. Hugh Woodin has shown that generic absolutenessfor arbitrary statements about L(R) implies that there is an inner model with ! Woodincardinals.17Cf. [Ku71]



6 B. L�OWE, J. STEEL
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Figure 1. An �{strong embedding� � is an �{strong cardinal i� there is an elementary embedding j : V!M with crit(j) = � and V� �M18� � is a strong cardinal i� � is �{strong for all � 2 Ord� � is a superstrong cardinal i� there is an elementary embedding j : V!M with crit(j) = � and Vj(�) �M� � is an �{supercompact cardinal i� there is an elementary embeddingj : V!M with crit(j) = � and M� �M� � is a supercompact cardinal i� � is �{supercompact for all � 2 Ord� � is a huge cardinal i� there is an elementary embedding j : V ! Mwith crit(j) = � and M j(�) � MThe axioms corresponding to the embedding properties above, namely, thatthe cardinals (or embeddings) in question exist, are listed in order of in-creasing consistency strength, as well as in order of least cardinal having theproperty in question.19 The cardinals with which we shall be mainly con-cerned in this paper, Woodin cardinals, lie between strong and superstrongcardinals in consistency strength. We shall de�ne them in Section 2.7.20Asserting the existence of elementary embeddings with certain additionalproperties is an elegant and powerful way to obtain systems transcending ZFC.But, as elementary embeddings from a proper class model into another properclass model are proper classes, we need some coding device to talk about themproperly in our formal language. Readers familiar with measurable cardinalsknow that ultra�lters do this job to a certain extent: A nonprincipal �{complete ultra�lter U on � induces the ultrapower embedding jU : V!M :=18Cf. Figure 1.19The resemblance of M to V su�ces in each case to reect all the weaker properties tosmaller cardinals. This is not obvious in some cases, however; the argument requires theuse of something like extenders representing the weaker embeddings.20Cf. De�nition 2.26



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 7Ult(V; U) with critical point �, and conversely if we have any embedding jwith crit(j) = � then we can de�ne an ultra�lter on � by settingX 2 U () � 2 j(X):So ultra�lters are one way to witness the existence of an embedding. How-ever, one can easily show that U 62 Ult(V; U), and thus such an ultrapowerembedding can never have the property V�+2 � M , because the ultra�lter(an element of P(P(�))) is not in M. So to represent embeddings whosetarget models have the stronger closure properties described above, we needa more powerful coding device.Given j : M ! N with � = crit(j) and � < j(�), putX 2 Ea : () a 2 j(X)for a 2 [�]<! and X � [�]jaj, X 2 M . We call the systemE := hEa : a 2 [�]<!ithe h�; �i{extender over M derived from j. We call � the critical point of Eand � the length of E, in symbols: � = crit(E), � = lh(E).If a � b, then there is a natural embedding from Ult(M;Ea) into Ult(M;Eb)(send [f ] to [ ~f ], where ~f comes from f by adding dummy variables at spotscorresponding to ordinals in b n a). Thus we can setUlt(M;E) := dirlima2[�]<!Ult(M;Ea):We write [a; f ] for the image of the element [f ] of Ult(M;Ea) under thenatural map from Ult(M;Ea) into Ult(M;E). Thus the universe of Ult(M;E)consists of all [a; f ] such that a 2 [lh(E)]<! and f 2 M . We have a naturalembedding iE : M ! Ult(M;E)given by iE(x) = [f�g; cx], where cx is the constant function � 7! x. Sincethere is no danger of confusion, we will call the embedding iE the ultrapowerembedding and the model Ult(M;E) the ultrapower of M by E.We have M j //iE
��

NUlt(M;E) ktttt ::tttttwith k([a; f ]) = j(f)(a) and k � � = id. SoX 2 Ea () a 2 iE(X);and hence E is the extender derived from iE.



8 B. L�OWE, J. STEELBecause of the diagram above, any embedding can be fully representedas an extender ultrapower.21 In particular, if j : M ! N with V� � N ,jV�j = �, and E is the h�; �i-extender derived from j, then V� � Ult(M;E).2.2. Coherent Sequences and Premice. The models of set theory weconsider will be of the form L[ ~E] where ~E = hE� : � 2 Ordi is a coherentsequence of extenders. Roughly speaking, this means that the �th extenderon the sequence is an extender for the �th level of the model, and thatthe extenders on the sequence are listed in order of increasing strength andwithout leaving gaps. This setup is due mainly to Mitchell22, and it seemsadequate to provide models satisfying any of the known large cardinal axioms.The limitations on present{day core model theory probably do not lie in thecoherent{sequence{of{extenders framework.As usual we put23: J0[ ~E] := ;;J�[ ~E] := [�<�J�[ ~E]for � a limit ordinal, and J�+1[ ~E] := rud(J�[ ~E]):Here is an elliptical de�nition of the sort of extender sequences from whichour core models are constructed:De�nition 2.1. A good extender sequence is a sequence ~E such that for all� we have either that E� = ; or that E� is an extender over J�[ ~E] such that(crit(E�)+)J�[ ~E] � lh(E�), and1. iE�( ~E) � � = ~E � �;2. �iE�( ~E)�� = ;,3. � = (lh(E�)+)Ult(J�[ ~E];E�), and4. J�[ ~E] satis�es the �rst order conditions enumerated in [MiSt94, p.7].21We ignore here the limitation lh(E) < iE(crit(E)), which we imposed only to simplifymatters. To represent superstrong, supercompact, or huge embeddings by extenders onewould need to drop this limitation. However, core model theory does not reach thesecardinals anyway for other reasons, so for our purposes we may as well assume lh(E) <iE(crit(E)). We also ignore the possibility that one might need a proper class extender tocapture j.22Cf. [Mi74], [Mi78]23The reader who is not familiar with Jensen's J{hierarchy can replace every J by anL and the rudimentary closure with the de�nable closure without great loss. Anyway wehave that P(J�[ ~E]) \ J�+1[ ~E] = def(J�[ ~E])where def(X) denotes the �rst order de�nable subsets of X . For this cf. [Jen72, Section2.4].



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 9The most important of the �rst order conditions from [MiSt94] which wehave not listed is the initial segment condition. If E is an extender andcrit(E) < � � lh(E), then we set E � � = fha; xi 2 E : a 2 [�]<!g, and callE � � an initial segment of E. The initial segment condition of [MiSt94] hasas a consequence that every proper initial segment of E� is a member of J ~E� .24Conditions (1.) and (2.) are the coherence conditions. Condition (3.)guarantees that the ordinal � at which E = E� is indexed is determinedcompletely by E, and therefore must not be used to code random infor-mation into the model.25 We are aiming to construct canonical models, socoding in random information cannot be allowed. There are variant indexingschemes possible; one sometimes convenient scheme involves indexing E atiE(crit(E)), or at its successor in the E-ultrapower.26 Such variant schemeslead to hierarchies which are level{by{level intertranslatable with ours.27One important feature of De�nition 2.1 is that we have only required E�to be an extender over J�[ ~E]. E� will not measure any subsets of its criticalpoint which are constructed in the model we are building after stage �. Whenwe form an ultrapower using E�, we shall generally form the ultrapower ofthe largest fragment of the model we can, the largest fragment containingonly subsets of crit(E�) constructed before �. We need �nestructure theoryto do this properly, and so adding such \partial" extenders to our sequencemay seem to complicate matters. In fact, it leads to dramatic simpli�cations.The idea is due to Stewart Baldwin and William Mitchell.De�nition 2.2. A structure M = hM;2; ~F ;Gi is called a premouse, if it isof the form hJ�[ ~E];2; E � �;E�i, where ~E is a good extender sequence.If M = hM;2; ~F ;Gi is a premouse then we call ~F the M{sequence. Weshall often refer to \extenders on the M{sequence".De�nition 2.3. If M = hJ�[ ~E];2; E � �;E�i is a premouse and � � � thenset JM� := hJ�[ ~E];2; E � �; E�iDe�nition 2.4. M is an initial segment of N (in symbols M � N) if thereis a � � OrdN such that M = J N� . We say that M and N agree up to � ifJM� = J N� .De�nition 2.5. A structure M is k-sound if for all n � kM = HullMn (%n [ fpng)24More precisely, it states that every proper initial segment of E� is either on ~E withindex < �, or \one ultrapower away" from being so.25In [MiSt94], the authors take � = (�(E�)+)Ult(J�[~E];E�), where �(E�) is the supremumof the \generators" of E�. This di�erence a�ects only details we shall ignore here.26This idea is due to Sy Friedman, and has been developed by Jensen. Cf. [Jen88].27The comparability of inner model operators proved in [St82] is good evidence thismust be the case.



10 B. L�OWE, J. STEELwhere %n is the �n{projectum of M and pn is the nth standard parameter ofM. We say M is sound just in case M is k-sound for all k < !.28All levels of the core models we shall construct will be sound premice.Nonetheless, we must study unsound premice as well, because iterates ofsound premice may fail to be sound. This occurs when the critical pointof one of the ultrapower embeddings lies above one of the projecta of thepremouse whose ultrapower is being taken.29 Our �nestructural ultrapowerssatisfy enough of  Los's theorem, however, that the property that all properinitial segments are sound is passed from the structure to its ultrapower. Sincewe shall make heavy use of this property30, we make it part of the de�nitionof \M is a premouse" that all proper initial segments of M are sound.31Given an arbitrary premouse M, there is a natural way to try to extractfromM a sound premouse C(M) which is in some sense equivalent toM. Thecorrect procedure involves some �nestructural subtleties, but we can easilysketch the basic idea. Set C0 = M, andCn+1 = HullCnn+1(%n+1 [ fpn+1g);where %n+1 and pn+1 are the �n+1{projectum and standard parameter of Cn.32If M is well{behaved, then the projecta %Cnn+1 are decreasing, and hence theyand the \cores" Cn are eventually constant. We then setC(M) = eventual value of Cn;and %M! = eventual value of %Cnn+1;28For readers unfamiliar with these standard notions of �nestructure theory of coremodels, [Dev84] or [Jen72] are good references. Roughly speaking, %n is the �rst ordinal �such that there is a new �n subset of � which is not inM, and pn is the least parameter inthe order of construction from which you can de�ne such a subset. These are not literallythe concepts and de�nitions used in [MiSt94] for technical reasons which are beyond theresolution of the microscope we are using here.29For example, we may want to form Ult(M; E) for some extender E onM whose criticalpoint is above the �1{projectum % ofM. A little �nestructural analysis shows that in thiscase, the �1{projectum of Ult(M; E) is still %, and the 1st standard parameter is the imageiE(p) of the 1st standard parameter p of M. It follows that Ult(M; E) is not 1{sound; infact, the relevant �1{hull is just ran(iE), and crit(E) is not a member of it.30Or rather, would do so if we were giving detailed proofs.31This can be regarded as another clause in the elliptical De�nition 2.1.32It would be wrong to replace Cn byM in this de�nition. For example,M might comefrom a sound mouse by iterating it above its �1{projectum in such a way to encode somerandom information in a �M2 subset of !. We want C2 to be canonical, so we cannot takeC2 = HullM2 (%2 [ fp2g). Instead, we �rst pass to C1 = HullM1 (%1 [ fp1g), which in e�ectundoes our iteration, then set C2 = HullC12 (%2 [ fp2g).



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 11as n ! !, and call C(M) and %M! the (!th) core and projectum of M. Wecall a premouse M solid if it is well{behaved in the way that guarantees thatC(M) and %M! exist.33One important consequence of the soundness of their proper initial seg-ments is that premice satisfy a strong local form of GCH:If there is a subset of � in JM�+1 n JM� , then JM�+1 j= j� j � �.So for the models L[ ~E] we build, we haveP(�) \ L[ ~E] � J(�+)L[~E][ ~E];and an immediate consequence of this is that our models will be models ofGCH.The levels of the usual hierarchy for L are all sound, but this is not truefor the levels of the most obvious hierarchy on Silver's core model L[U ], theuniverse of sets constructible from a normal ultra�lter U on a measurablecardinal.34 Silver's model is one of the core models we study here, but we doso via a di�erent hierarchy. The soundness of the levels of this new hierarchy isa direct consequence of the Baldwin{Mitchell idea of putting partial extenderson the coherent sequence from which we generate it. This new hierarchy hasa substantially simpler �nestructure, one which generalizes to arbitrary coremodels in a way the old �nestructure theory of L[U ] did not.352.3. Iteration Trees. We now move on to one of the main tools of coremodel theory, the Comparison Process.The key to Kunen's theory of L[U ] is the method of iterated ultrapow-ers. Given a structure M0 = hL� [U ];2; Ui with appropriate ultra�lter U , onecan form ultrapowers by U and its images under the canonical embeddingsrepeatedly, taking direct limits at limit ordinals. One obtains thereby struc-tures M� and embeddings i�;� : M� !M� for � < �. We call the structuresM� iterates of M0, and say that M0 is iterable just in case all its iterates arewellfounded. Kunen's key comparison lemma states that if M0 and N0 aretwo iterable structures of this form, then there are iterates M� and N� suchthat one of the two is an initial segment of the other.3633We have only sketched an oversimpli�cation of the correct de�nitions of the core andprojectum ofM, and the reader should see [MiSt94, De�nition 2.8.1] for the true de�nitions.Solidity is de�ned in [MiSt94, De�nition 2.8.2].34The usual L[U ] hierarchy is not 1{sound at �+1, where � is the measurable cardinal.For 0# is �1 de�nable over hJ�+1[U ];2; Ui but not a member of J�+1[U ], so that the�1{projectum of this structure is !. Since hJ�+1[U ];2; Ui is an uncountable structure, itcannot be the �1 Skolem closure of any countable set.35This �nestructure is due to Solovay (unpublished) and [DoJen82].36This means that there is a �lter F such that M� and N� are of the formhL� [F ];2; F iand hL� [F ];2; F i



12 B. L�OWE, J. STEELOne can form iterated ultrapowers of an arbitrary premouse M0 similarly.In this case, the M�{sequence may have more than one extender, and weare allowed to choose any one of them to continue. If E� is the extenderchosen, then we take M�+1 to be Ult(M�; E�).37 At limit stages we formdirect limits and continue. We call any such sequence hhM�; E�i : � < �i alinear iteration of M0, and the structures M� in it linear iterates of M0. Wesay M0 is linearly iterable just in case all its linear iterates are wellfounded.38Given linearly iterable premice M0 and N0, there is a natural way to tryto compare the two via linear iteration. Having reached M� and N�, andsupposing neither is an initial segment of the other (as otherwise our workis �nished), we pick extenders E and F representing the least disagreementbetween M� and N�, and use these to form M�+1 and N�+1.If the extenders of the coherent sequence ofM0 do not overlap one anothertoo much, and similarly for N0, then this process must terminate with alldisagreements between some M� and N� eliminated, so that one is an initialsegment of the other. This is the key to core model theory at the level of strongcardinals. At bottom, the reason this comparison process must terminate isthe following: if E and F are the extenders used at a typical stage �, thenthere will be some a and sets X and ~X such that X = i�;�(X) = j�;�( ~X), andX is measured di�erently by Ea and Fa.39But then a 2 i�;�+1(X) , a 62 j�;�+1(X), so i�;�+1(X) 6= j�;�+1( ~X), andthe images of X and ~X do not participate in a disagreement at stage �+1 theway they did at stage �. If all future extenders used in either iteration havecritical point above sup(a), then i�;�(X) 6= j�;�( ~X) for all �, so the imagesof X and ~X never again participate in a disagreement, and we have madereal progress at stage �. A simple Fodor argument shows that if we never\move generators" in one of our iterations,40 then eventually all disagreementsare removed.41 The lack of overlaps in the sequences of mice below a strongcardinal means that this process of iterating away the least disagreement doesnot move generators, and hence terminates in a successful comparison.for some � and �. (Here and elsewhere we identify wellfounded, extensional structures withtheir transitive isomorphs.) In fact, in this simple case we can take � to be sup(jM0j; jN0j)+and F to be the club �lter on �.37This must be quali�ed, since if E� does not measure all subsets of its critical point inM�, then Ult(M�; E�) makes no sense. In this case we take the \largest" E�{ultrapowerof an initial segment of M� we can in order to form M�+1. See below.38In which case we identify these iterates with the premice to which they are isomorphic.Linear iterability should be taken to include the condition that no linear iteration ofM0drops to proper initial segments in�nitely often.39We use i for the embeddings in the M{iteration, and j in the N{iteration.40I.e., if whenever E is used before E0 in the M iteration, then lh(E) � crit(E0), andsimilarly on the N{side.41More precisely, there must be a stage � < sup(jM0j; jN0j)+ at which M� is an initialsegment of N�, or vice versa.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 13However, beyond a strong cardinal this linear comparison process de�nitelywill lead to moving generators. There are tricks for making do with lineariterations a bit beyond strong cardinals, but the right solution is to giveup linearity. If the extender E� from the M�{sequence we want to use hascritical point less than lh(E�) for some � < �, then we apply E� not toM�, but to M�, for the least such �: i.e., we set M�+1 = Ult(M�; E�),where � is least such that crit(E�) < lh(E�).42 We have an embeddingi�;�+1 : M� ! M�+1. Thus this new iteration process gives rise to a tree ofmodels, with embeddings along each branch of the tree. Along each branchthe generators of the extenders used are not moved by later embeddings,and this is good enough to show that if a comparison process involving theformation of such \iteration trees" goes on long enough, it must eventuallysucceed.What one needs to keep the construction of an iteration tree going pastsome limit ordinal � is a branch of the tree which has been visited co�nallyoften before � and is such that the direct limit of the premice along the branchis wellfounded. Thus the iterability we need for comparison amounts to theexistence of some method for choosing such branches. We can formalize thisas the existence of a winning strategy in a certain game. In giving the detailsof the necessary de�nitions, it is more convenient to introduce this \iterationgame" �rst. We turn to this now.Let M be a premouse and # an ordinal. We shall de�ne the iteration gameon M of length #. In this game, players I and II cooperate to produce aniteration tree T. This system consists of a tree order43 T on # together with,for �; � < #:� a premouse MT�,� if � + 1 < #, an extender F T� on the MT�{sequence,� maps iT�� : MT� !MT� for �T� such that the branch of T leading from� to � has not dropped.44The game is played as follows: To start, we set MT0 := M. Then in move� + 1, we suppose that we have already de�ned� F T for  < �,� MT for  � �,42Again, if E� fails to measure all sets in M� , we take the ultrapower of the longestpossible initial segment of M� .43An order T on an ordinal # is called a tree order if� For all � 6= 0, we have 0T�,� f� : �T�g is wellordered by T for all � < #,� successor ordinals are successors in the order T ,� if �T�, then � < �, and� for any limit � < #, f� : �T�g must be co�nal in �.We use the standard interval notation in tree orders, i.e. [�; �] := f � � : �TT�g[f�; �gand likewise for open and half{open intervals.44We will say later what we mean by this.



14 B. L�OWE, J. STEEL� and the tree structure T up to �.Now, player I picks some F T� from the MT�{sequence such that lh(F T� ) >lh(F T ) for all  < � (if he can't, he loses, and the game is over).Let � be least such that crit(F T� ) < lh(F T� ). Then set � to be the T{predecessor of �+ 1. We wish to take the F T� {ultrapower of MT� , but there isa problem in that it might be the case that (P(�))MT� 6�MT� for � = crit(F T� )so that the ultrapower construction simply doesn't make sense.So set (MT�+1)� to be the longest initial segment R of MT� for whichP(�)R � MT�. One can show that lh(F T� ) � Ord(MT�+1)� and P(�)MT� =P(�)(MT�+1)�. Now let MT�+1 := Ult((MT�+1)�; F T� ):45We say the iteration tree T drops at � + 1 if MT� 6= (MT�+1)� and we saya branch b drops at � + 1 if T drops at � + 1 and � + 1 2 b.Obviously, we do not necessarily have embeddings from MT� to the modelsattached to the successors of � in T , because of possible dropping to aninitial segment. But if T does not drop at �+ 1 then we have the ultrapowerembedding, and we can take it to de�ne iT�;�+1, and then de�ne iT;�+1 :=iT�;�+1 � iT;� for T�. If T drops at � + 1, we let iT�;�+1 be unde�ned.MT�+1 MT�iT�;�+1E E EbbE E E MT� 3 F T��bbE
E
E
E
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MT0OOIn a limit move �, II picks a branch b of T such that45To be more precise, let n be largest such that � < %M��+1n and setMT�+1 := Ultn((MT�+1)�; FT� );where the subscript n in Ultn indicates that the ultrapower is to be formed using functionswhich are �n over (MT�+1)�.It is important in many contexts that the ultrapowers Ultn((MT�+1)�; FT� ) taken at suc-cessor steps in the iteration game be \as large as possible", but one needs basic �nestruc-tural facts about the �n{projectum %(MT�+1)�n in order to keep track precisely of the degreeof elementarity of the maps iT;�.This is important for example for the proof of the comparison lemma 2.9. On the otherhand, the proofs of the basic facts about the �n{projectum require the comparison lemma.As a consequence the full development of the theory we outlined, requires an induction onthe Levy hierarchy of mice.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 15� b is co�nal in �,� b drops at �nitely many �, and� the direct limit of the MT� under the iT�;� for su�ciently large � 2 b iswellfounded.(If II fails to do so, then the game is over and he loses.) We call such a branchb a co�nal wellfounded branch of T � �.Set MT� := dirlim�2bMT�, set �T� for all � 2 b and take as iT�;� the canon-ical embeddings for �T� into the direct limit, if � is su�ciently large for theembedding to exist.This completes the rules of the iteration game. If no one has lost after #moves, player II wins. A tree T constructed by playing this game where noplayer violates the rules is called an iteration tree.De�nition 2.6. M is #{iterable i� player II has a winning strategy in theiteration game of length #. Such a strategy is called a #{iteration strategyfor M. M is iterable i� M is #{iterable for all #.It is customary to call a premouse with useful iterability properties amouse, and we shall adhere to this custom in informal discussion. We prefer,however, to give no formal de�nition of the term. There are many varietiesof iterability beyond the one we have described formally above, and it is notclear which should be enshrined in a formal de�nition of \mouse".The possibility of dropping in an iteration tree adds some complexity, butit cannot be avoided. Indeed, even if we had demanded that all extenderson the sequence of a premouse be total on the premouse itself, the fact thatwe want in our nonlinear iterations to apply an extender E from the MT�{sequence to some MT� for � < � commits us to dropping, for there is noreasonable way to insure that E will measure all sets in MT� . But once we arecommitted to dropping to an initial segment of MT� , we need �nestructure tomake sure we do not drop too far, that we keep every last quanti�er's worthof elementarity we can. This is why the Baldwin{Mitchell approach, whichgives up the totality of the extenders on our coherent sequences in order tosimplify �nestructure, is an unadulterated gain once we enter the realm ofnonlinear iterations.One basic fact about iteration trees is the following agreement lemma:Theorem 2.7. Let M be a premouse, T an iteration tree on M with modelshMT :  < lh(T)i;let � < � < lh(T), and � the index of F T� on the MT�{sequence (so that � isthe cardinal successor of lh(F T� ) in Ult(JMT�� ; F T� )); then1. MT� and MT� agree up to �,2. � is a cardinal in MT� , and
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Figure 2. The agreement in iteration trees3. MT� and MT� do not agree below �+ 1.Proof : The proof is a routine induction using clause (1.) of De�nition2.1.The agreement ofMT� with later models passes through limit stages � becauseif �T� and � < �, then all extenders used in [�; �)T have critical point abovelh(F T� ), so the agreement between MT� and MT� gives the desired agreementbetween MT� and MT� .For the successor step, it is enough to see that MT� agrees with MT�+1 upto �, where � is the index of F T� on the MT�{sequence. Let  = predT (� + 1),and let � = crit(F T� ). Since � < lh(F T ), our induction hypothesis impliesthat JMT�� agrees with MT below their common value for �+, and henceagrees similarly with (MT�+1)�. It follows that Ult(JMT�� ; F�) agrees withUlt((MT�+1)�; F�) = MT�+1 below the common image of �+ in the two ultra-powers. By the coherence condition on good extender sequences, MT� agreeswith Ult(JMT�� ; F T� ) below �, and since � is less than the image of � in thisultrapower, we have proved (1.).The proof of (2.) is similar. For (3.), notice that by the second coherencecondition in De�nition 2.1, � is the index of the empty \extender" on thesequence of Ult(JMT�� ; F T� ), and hence � indexes the empty extender in MT� .Since F T� 6= ;, MT� disagrees with MT� at �.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 17The fact that the index � of F T� is a cardinal in all later models of Tcontrasts with the fact that it is not a cardinal in MT� itself. This is becauseone can use the representation of � in the F T� {ultrapower to de�ne a mapfrom lh(F T� ) onto �.46These observations yield the following useful corollary to Theorem 2.7.Let us say that two extenders are compatible if one is an initial segment ofthe other.Corollary 2.8. Let T be an iteration tree, and F T� and F T� be extenders usedin T such that � 6= �; then F T� is incompatible with F T� .Proof: Say � < �, so that lh(F T� ) < lh(F T� ). If the two extenders arecompatible, then F T� is a proper initial segment of F T� , and so by the initialsegment condition of [MiSt94], F T� 2 MT� . By the observation above, thismeans the index of F T� on the MT�{sequence is not a cardinal in MT� , contraryto Theorem 2.7.2.4. The Comparison Process. We come to the main tool of core modeltheory, the comparison process. We shall illustrate its use in the proof of thefollowing \comparison lemma". There are many other uses for the comparisonprocess.Theorem 2.9 (Comparison Lemma). Let M and N be 
 + 1{iterable pre-mice of ordinal height � 
, where 
 is a regular cardinal; then there areiteration trees T and U of length � 
 + 1 on M and N respectively, with lastmodels P and Q, such that either1. P � Q, P has ordinal height � 
, and the branch of T from M to Pdoes not drop, or2. Q � P, Q has ordinal height � 
, and the branch of U from N to Qdoes not drop.Moreover, if M and N both have ordinal height < 
, then T and U havelength < 
.Proof : Fix 
+1{iteration strategies � forM and � for N. We constructT and U by induction, \iterating away the least disagreement" at successorsteps and using � and � to pick branches at limit steps.Let MT0 := M and MU0 := N. At an arbitrary successor step our currentapproximations to T and U have last models MT� and MU�. If one is aninitial segment of the other, we are done; otherwise let � be least such thatJMT�� 6= JMU�� . If EMT�� = ; then we do not extend T at this step; otherwise, setF T� := EMT�� . The rules of the iteration game now determine the T -predecessorof � + 1 (i.e. the model to which we apply F T� ), and MT�+1, etc. Similarly, if46It is possible that � is the ordinal height ofMT� . In this case, the surjection of lh(FT� )onto � is not a member of MT� , but is �1{de�nable overMT� .



18 B. L�OWE, J. STEELEMU�� = ; then we do not extend U at this step; otherwise, set F U� := EMU�� .Again, this choice of extender and the rules of the iteration game determinea one{model extension of U. Notice that our agreement lemma 2.7 impliesthat F T� and F U� satisfy the increasing{length condition on the extenders inan iteration tree.At an arbitrary limit step, one or both of our current approximations toT and U have limit length. If T has limit length, we use � to produce a one{model extension of it; otherwise, we do not extend T. We proceed similarlywith U.Since � and � win the iteration game, we do not produce any illfoundedultrapowers at successor stages in the constructions of T and U, and we alwaysget co�nal wellfounded branches at limit stages.If it terminates at some stage < 
, then one of the last models on T andU at that stage is an initial segment of the other, and by appealing to some�nestructure theory we can verify the remaining clauses of the conclusion.47Suppose then that the process continues for 
, and hence 
 + 1, manysteps. Let P = MT
 and Q = MT
 be the respective last models. If oneof these has ordinal height 
, then by Theorem 2.7 it is an initial segmentof the other, and we can �nish the proof as before. The alternative is thateach has ordinal height > 
. We shall show that this alternative leads to acontradiction, thereby completing the proof.For this, the following general fact about the trees arising in a comparisonprocess is useful: for any � and �, F T� is incompatible with F U� . The proof ofthis fact is very close to the proof of Corollary 2.8.Now suppose 
 2 OrdP \OrdQ, so that we have 
 2 ran(iT�;
) \ ran(iU�;
)for some � 2 [0;
]T and � 2 [0;
]U . Now every branch of an iteration treeis closed below its supremum, and so [0;
]T and [0;
]U are club in 
. Usingthese facts it is easy to see that there is a club C in 
 such that:� C � [0;
]T \ [0;
]U ,� if � 2 C, then � = crit(iT�;
) = crit(iU�;
), and iT�;
(�) = iU�;
(�) = 
.Let � 2 C, and let E and F be the extenders with critical point � usedalong [0;
]T and [0;
]U respectively. Because E and F are incompatible, wecan �nd a set A� 2MT� \MU�47We must see that the side which comes out shorter does not drop, and here we usesoundness in a crucial way. Suppose P is the last model on T, and the branch from M toP drops. Consider the last drop along this branch. We dropped because the extender Ewe applied did not measure all sets in the model S to which we wanted to apply it, andtherefore we formed instead Ultn(R; E) for the longest R �S and the largest n possible.The maximality of R and n implies %Rn+1 � crit(E), and therefore Ultn(R; E) is not n+1{sound. The extenders used on the branch fromM toP after E have critical points � lh(E),and thus P is not n + 1{sound. It follows at once that P is not a proper initial seqmentof the last model Q of U, for any proper initial segment of a premouse is fully sound. Asomewhat more subtle �nestructural argument shows that P 6= Q.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 19such that for some a 2 lh(E) \ lh(F ),A� 2 Ea , A� 62 Fa;so that if � and � are the next ordinals on [0;
]T and [0;
]U after � respec-tively, then a 2 iT�;�(A�) , a 2 iU�;�(A�):Because generators are not moved along the branches of an iteration tree, if� > � and � 2 C, then a 2 iT�;�(A�) , a 2 iU�;�(A�);and therefore iT�;�(A�) 6= A� or iU�;�(A�) 6= A�:On the other hand, each � 2 C is a limit ordinal, so we can �nd �� 2 [0; �)Tand �� 2 [0; �]U such that A� 2 ran(iT��;�) \ ran(iU��;�). By Fodor's lemma wecan �x the value � of �� on a stationary set S0, then we thin S0 to a stationaryS1 on which the value � of �� is �xed, and then �x the pre{images of A� inMT� and MU� on a stationary S2 � S1. It follows that if �; � 2 S2 and � < �,then iT�;�(A�) = iU�;�(A�) = A�, which is the desired contradiction.We shall call the pair of iteration trees hT;Ui produced in the proof ofTheorem 2.9 the h�;�i{coiteration of M with N. We say that N h�;�i{iterates pastM if the �rst alternative in the conclusion of Theorem 2.9 holds,and say thatM h�;�i{iterates past N if the second alternative holds. If bothalternatives hold, then we say M and N have a common h�;�i{iterate. Lateron we shall be dealing mostly with premice having unique iteration strategies,and in this case we shall drop reference to the strategies in these locutions.The comparison process is used in a crucial way in the proof that su�-ciently iterable premice have cores.48Theorem 2.10. If N is a premouse all of whose countable elementary sub-structures are !1 + 1-iterable, then the core C(N) exists, and agrees with Nbelow (%+)N, where % = %N! is the projectum of N.49Theorem 2.10 is one of the central results of basic �nestructure theory, andits proof is far from trivial. Many authors have contributed to the evolutionof the theorem.50Since we have avoided even the subtleties involved in correct de�nitions isthis area, we shall not attempt to sketch a proof of Theorem 2.10. However,48Cf. the discussion following De�nition 2.5 for the de�nition of C(N).49Cf. Footnote 28 for a short discussion of �nestructural terminology.If (%+)N does not exist, that is if % = OrdN or % is the largest cardinal of N, then thisshould be taken to mean that C(N) = N.50We shall name Tony Dodd, Ronald Jensen, Sy Friedman, Bill Mitchell, and ErnestSchimmerling (cf. [SchSt96]). The �nal version of Theorem 2.10 was proved in [NeeSt9?];the argument in that paper rests heavily on [MiSt94, Theorem 8.1].



20 B. L�OWE, J. STEELthe reader can gain some appreciation of the problem as follows. Let C1 =HullN1 (%1 [ fp1g), where %1 is the �1{projectum of N and p1 is its standardparameter. One thing we need to see is that %1 is also the �1{projectum ofC1, and for this we need to see that every subset of %1 in N is in C1. Thenatural proof of this involves comparing N with C1. If the iteration mapsi : N ! P and j : C1 ! Q to the last models on the two sides have criticalpoint � %1, then because both C1 and N de�ne the same \new" �1 subsetof %1, we get that P = Q, and from this it easy to see that N and C1 havethe same subsets of %1.51 Since N and C1 agree below %1, there is reason tohope that i and j have critical point � %1, but the existence of extendersE on the sequences of N and C1 overlapping %1 is a severe problem.52 Whycouldn't i or j use such an extender? The solution to this problem involvesabandoning the simple coiteration above for a more complicated version, andmaking extensive use of the Dodd-Jensen Lemma 2.15. The idea of comparingN and C1 via iterations with critical point above %1 is still at the heart of it,however.Mice which iterate past all other mice of no greater ordinal height willplay an important rôle later on.De�nition 2.11. Let M be a premouse whose ordinal height is a regularcardinal 
. We say that M is 
-universal just in case there is an 
 + 1{iteration strategy � for M such that whenever N is a premouse of ordinalheight � 
 and � is an 
+1{iteration strategy for N, then M h�;�i{iteratespast N.Covering theorems can be used to prove that there are universal mice. Ina covering theorem one proves that if there is some kind of bound on thecomplexity of the mice in V, then there is a mouse which is \close" to V insome sense. The closeness to V required for universality is that the mouseshould compute many successor cardinals correctly; this sort of covering iscalled weak covering.53 The following very useful lemma shows that a formof weak covering implies universality.51For premice \below a strong cardinal", one can show that N never moves in thiscoiteration, and so is an iterate of its core C1 via an iteration with critical point above theprojectum %1. More complicated mice, however, need not be iterates of their cores.52I.e., extenders such that crit(E) < %1 � lh(E).53Covering theorems begin, of course, with Jensen's great leap forward ([DevJen75]).One cannot prove the existence of mice with the stronger covering properties studied in[DevJen75] and [DoJen81] without assuming the non{existence of mice satisfying thatthere is an inaccessible limit of measurable cardinals, or at least something close to that,so these stronger covering properties are not very useful at the Woodin cardinal level.Mitchell ([Mi84]) �rst realized that the covering proof still gives weak covering in the moregeneral situation, and that this is very useful in basic core model theory. Lemma 2.12 isdue to him.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 21Lemma 2.12. Let 
 be weakly Mahlo, and let M be an 
 + 1{iterablepremouse such that for stationary many regular cardinals � < 
, (�+)W =�+; then W is 
{universal.Proof : Let � be an 
 + 1{iteration strategy for W , and let N be apremouse of ordinal height � 
, and � an 
+1{iteration strategy for N. LethT;Ui be the h�;�i{coiteration of W with N, and assume toward contradic-tion that W does not iterate past N. Thus the last model of T is a properinitial segment of that of U, and the branch of T leading to its last modeldoes not drop. Since OrdW = 
, this means that the last model of U hasordinal height > 
. Since OrdN � 
, we have lh(U) = 
 + 1, and as in theproof of the comparison lemma 2.9 we have a club C � 
 such that for all� 2 C � = crit(iU�;
) and iU�;
(�) = 
:Now if �; � 2 C and � < �, theniU�;�((�+)MU� ) = (�+)MU� = (�+)MU
 ;where the second equality holds because crit(iU�;
) = �, so that MU� and MU
have the same subsets of �. Since all embeddings of an iteration tree arecontinuous at successor cardinals54, this implies thatsup(iU�;�"(�+)MU� ) = (�+)MU
 < �+for all but the least � 2 C.Let's assume that lh(T) = 
+1, the case that lh(T) < 
 being similar buta bit simpler. Since OrdMT
 = 
 by the Comparison Lemma 2.9, iT0;
(�) < 
for all � < 
, and thus there are club many � 2 [0;
]T such thatiT0;�"� � �:Because 
 is Mahlo, stationary many of these � are regular, and for theseiT0;�(�) = �:Stationary many of these � are such that (�+)W = �+, and for these(�+)MT
 = (�+)MT� = iT0;�(�+) = �+:Since MT
 is an initial segment of MU
, we have that (�+)MT
 � (�+)MU
 forall � < 
, so that MU
 also computes stationary many successor cardinalscorrectly, in contradiction to the previous paragraph.The reader may well be upset by the appearance of a Mahlo cardinal inthe hypotheses of Lemma 2.12. There are variants of the lemma which do not54This is an easy induction; discontinuities come only from the ultrapower constructionat points of co�nality crit(E), where E is the extender used, and crit(E) is never a successorcardinal of the model to which E is applied.



22 B. L�OWE, J. STEELmake use of Mahlo cardinals, but for us later it will be Lemma 2.12 which isuseful.2.5. The Mouse Ordering and the Dodd{Jensen Lemma. The com-parison lemma 2.9 can be stated in a di�erent language. It says that themouse order �� is linear on iterable premice. Although we won't use themouse order in any applications in this paper, it is an important concept incore model theory and thus we shall devote this section to its introduction.De�nition 2.13. Let M and N be iterable premice with iteration strategies� and � such that for every � 2 Ord the restriction of � and � to games oflength � is the unique �{iteration strategy.Then set M �� N if and only if M h�;�i{iterates past N.This relation is called the mouse order.The term \order" indicates that the relation is transitive, though this is notat all obvious from the de�nition. In this section we will use the comparisonlemma 2.9 and the Dodd{Jensen lemma 2.15 to show that �� is a linearprewellordering.55Proposition 2.14. The relation �� is linear.Proof : Immediate from Theorem 2.9.For transitivity we need the Dodd{Jensen lemma, a theorem about mini-mality of iteration maps that has uses far beyond this little application andhas already been mentioned before:Theorem 2.15 (Dodd{Jensen Lemma). LetM be a premouse with a uniqueiteration strategy �56 and let T be an iteration tree onM according to � withlast model MT�. Suppose there is an embedding � : M ! P where P is aninitial segment of MT�. Then:1. P = MT�,2. [0; �] does not drop, and3. for all � 2 OrdM we have iT0�(�) � �(�).Proof : We shall show the third claim as the proofs of the other claimsare similar.The basic technique used in the proof is the technique of copying iteration55The assumption of the unique iteration strategies is made mainly to suppress compli-cations. The proofs will work with assumptions that are a lot weaker than that, cf. [St93,Theorem 3.2] and [NeeSt9?]. But in our situation below one Woodin cardinal iterationstrategies are always unique (cf. [MiSt94, x6]), so the restriction is of no harm here.56In fact, we needmore iterability than we talked about up to now. In the proof we needthat linear stacking of iteration trees gives iterations, which is not true in the context ofour Section 2.3. The reader can �nd correct de�nitions for this generalized iteration gamein [NeeSt9?] and [St9?a].



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 23trees. Given an iterable premouse Q, an iteration tree U on Q and an em-bedding � : Q! R, we can form an iteration tree �U on R with embeddings�� : MU� !M�U� for all � < lh(U) such that� if iU�� is de�ned then so is i�U�� and �� � iU�� = i�U�� � ��,� U and �U have the same underlying trees and they drop at the samepoints.To prove that such a tree �U exists, we construct the embeddings ��inductively.57For the successor step, we use the so{called \shift lemma":Lemma 2.16. Let M and N be premice, F the last extender of N, � itscritical point, and � : M!M� and  : N! N� embeddings, such that� JM(�+)M = JN(�+)M� JM�(�(�)+)M� = J N�(�(�)+)M�� � � (�+)M =  � (�+)M, and� Ult(M; F ) and Ult(M�; F ) are de�ned and well{founded.Then there is an embedding � such that the following diagram com-mutes: M � //

��

M�
��Ult(M; F ) � // Ult(M�; F )We shall say that the copying construction breaks down in the limit stepif the copied branch is ill{founded. Otherwise we continue.This process also gives us a method to pull back strategies from R to Q:If we have constructed �U up to � and � is any strategy for player II onR, then � chooses a branch in �U � �. The appropriate strategy on Q iscalles the pullback of � via � and denoted by ��.Because of the embeddings we are constructing, the property of beingwinning for player II also gets pulled back, so if � was an iteration strategyfor R, �� will be an iteration strategy for Q.Now we will use this technique to prove the Dodd{Jensen lemma:We shall construct models Mn, \vertical" embeddings �n : Mn ! Mn+1,\horizontal" embeddings �n : Mn ! Mn+1 and iteration trees Tn of length� on Mn with last models Mn+1 such that �n = iTn0� inductively:Set M0 := M, �0 := � and �0 := iT0�. Suppose the models have beenconstructed up to n + 1 and the embeddings and iteration trees have beenconstructed up to n. Then we have57In fact, it is not necessary that � is fully elementary. It su�ces that � is a weakk{embedding, where k is the highest degree of elementarity occuring in the embeddings ofnon{dropping branches in U. For de�nitions, cf. [MiSt94, p. 52].



24 B. L�OWE, J. STEELMn+1Mn�nOO �n //Mn+1We now copy Tn to Mn+1 to get the tree Tn+1 := �nTn. This process doesn'tbreak down because of our uniqueness assumption: Suppose that at a givenlimit step �, the copied branch of �nTn is ill{founded. By iterability thereis a � + 1{iteration strategy � that picks a wellfounded branch of �nTn � �,but then the pullback strategy ��n is also an iteration strategy. Uniquenessgives us that � must already have picked the copied branch.Our construction process gives us an embedding �n� : Mn+1 = MTn� !M�nTn� and an embedding i�nTn0� : Mn !M�nTn� to complete the diagram toMn+1 i�nTn0� //M�nTn�Mn�nOO �n=iTn0� //MTn��n�OOWe set Mn+2 := M�nTn� , �n+1 := �n� and �n+1 := i�nTn0� and receive thefollowing diagram:M0 �0=iT0� //M1 �1 //M2 �2 //M3 �3 //M4 �4 // : : :M0 �0 //

�0=�OO M1 �1 //

�1OO M2 �2 //

�2OO M3 �3 //

�3OO : : :M0 �0 //

�0OO M1 �1 //

�1OO M2 �2 //

�2OO : : :M0 �0 //

�0OO M1 �1 //

�1OO : : :M0 �0 //

�0OO : : :We now suppose that there is an � such that �(�) < iT0�(�) and constructa descending sequence of ordinals in dirlimn2!Mn. This is a contradictionto the iterability of M.58 To prove the claim, we construct for every n 2 !descending sequences h�n0 ; : : : ; �nni in Mn such that �n(�ni ) = �n+1i for i � n.Set �10 := �(�) and �11 := iT0�(�). If the sequences are constructed up to n,then set �n+1i := �n+1(�ni ) for i � n and �n+1n+1 := �n+1 � � � � � �0(�). We have58This is the point where the notion of generalized iteration would come in if we hadnot suppressed this detail.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 25to show that the new sequence is descending, i.e. that �n+1n+1 < �n+1n . But bycommutativity and our assumption, we have�n+1n = �n+1(�nn) = �n+1 � �n � � � � � �0(�)= �n+1 � �n � �n�1 � � � � � �0(�)> �n+1 � �n � �n�1 � � � � � �0(�)= �n+1n+1This completes the proof.Corollary 2.17. If T and U are two iteration trees on M with last model N,then the branch leading to N is either in both trees a dropping branch or inboth trees a non{dropping branch.Proof : If one branch is non{dropping, it gives rise to an embedding fromM into N. The Dodd{Jensen lemma 2.15 then tells us that the other branchcan't drop either.
Proposition 2.18. The mouse order �� is a linear prewellordering.Proof : We only have to show well{foundedness, as reexivity is trivial,linearity is Proposition 2.14 and transitivity follows abstractly from well{foundedness and linearity:Take a counterexample M1 �� M2 �� M3 to transitivity, i.e. M1 6�� M3.By linearity M3 �� M1 and we can get a descending chain by concatenating! copies of hM3;M2;M1i, contradicting well{foundedness.For the proof of well{foundedness, we take an in�nite descending chain ofmodels hMi : i 2 !i. Let Q0i be the witness that Mi iterates past Mi+1, i.e.the coiteration of Mi and Mi+1 results in a model N on the Mi{side and themodel Q0i on the Mi+1{side where Q0i �N.Now inductively suppose we had de�ned models hQni : i 2 !i. We compareQni and Qni+1 and call the common initial segment of the two iterates Qn+1i .This gives us the following diagram:



26 B. L�OWE, J. STEELM0 // Q00 // Q10 // Q20 +3 Q30 // Q40 // Q50 // : : :M1OO // Q01OO // Q11KS // Q21KS // Q31OO // Q41OO // : : :M2OO // Q02KS // Q12KS // Q22OO // Q32OO // : : :M3KS +3 Q03KS // Q13OO // Q23OO // : : :. . .OO . . .OOOO . . .OO . . .We now claim that the sequence Mi ! Q0i ! Q1i ! : : : is a degenerateiteration of Mi, i.e. an iteration with in�nitely many drops. This would bea contradiction to the iterability of Mi, because player II plays according tothe unique iteration strategy in every step.59To see that this iteration drops in�nitely many times, we claim that everyiteration Qni ! Qn+1i drops: If Qni ! Qn+1i doesn't drop thenMn+i+1 ! Q0n+i ! � � � ! Qni ! Qn+1iis an iteration of Mn+i+1 without drops. But as Mn+i+1 ! Q0n+i+1 drops byassumption, the iterationMn+i+1 ! Q0n+i+1 ! � � � ! Qn+1iis a dropping iteration, contradicting Corollary 2.17.602.6. The construction of Kc. We have been studying mice in the abstract,but we have yet to produce any! In this section we shall describe the con-struction of a core model Kc. This construction is su�ciently cautious aboutadding extenders to the model that one gets an iterable model in the end,61,yet su�ciently daring that if one carries it out in a universe satisfying cer-tain statements of consistency strength at least that of \there is a Woodincardinal" one gets a model satisfying \there is a Woodin cardinal".6259Note that this argument requires the generalized notion of iteration we mentioned inFootnote 56.60An example (n = 2 and i = 0) of this argument is depicted in the above diagram bythe double arrows.61This is something between a conjecture and a theorem; see below.62Again, there are quali�cations to come. Kc is not actuallly the core model in whichwe shall be most interested in the end, but a stepping{stone to it.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 27The natural idea is to construct a good extender sequence ~E by induction.Given ~E � �, we set E� = ; unless there is a certi�ed63 extender F suchthat ( ~E � �)_F is still a good extender sequence; if there is such an F wemay set E� = F for some such F . Here \certi�ed" means roughly that F isthe restriction to J�[ ~E � �] of a \background extender" F � which measuresa broader collection of subsets of its critical point than does F , and whoseultrapower agrees with V a bit past lh(F ). This background certi�cate de-mand is necessary in order to ensure that the premice we are constructing areiterable. Unfortunately, the background certi�cate demand conicts with thedemand that all levels of the model we are constructing be sound.64 A Kc{construction deals with this conict by continually replacing the premouseN�currently approximating the model being built by its core, the Skolem hullC(N�).65 Taking cores ensures soundness, while the background extendersone can resurrect by going back into the history of the construction ensureiterability.This last claim must be quali�ed. We do not have a general proof ofiterability for the premiceN� produced in aKc{construction. At the moment,in order to prove that such a premouse is appropriately iterable, we need tomake an additional \smallness" assumption. One assumption that su�ces,and which we shall spell out in more detail shortly, is that no initial segmentof N� satis�es \there is an extender E on my sequence such that lh(E) is aWoodin cardinal". We shall call this property of N� tameness. Iterability isessential from the very beginning, for our proof that C(N�) exists involvescomparison arguments, and hence relies on the iterability of N�. Thus, forall we know, a Kc{construction might simply break down by reaching a non{tame premouse N� such that C(N�) does not exist.The following de�nitions describe our background certi�cate condition.They come from [St96, x1].De�nition 2.19. Let M = hJ�[ ~E];2; ~E; F i be a premouse such that F 6= ;,let � = crit(F ), and let � = lh(F ). Let A � Sn<! P ([�]n)M; then an A{certi�cate for M is a pair hN;Gi such that1. N is a transitive, power admissible set, V� [A � N , N is closed under!{sequences, and G is an extender over N ,2. F \ ([�]<! �A) = G \ ([�]<! �A),3. V�+1 � Ult(N;G), and4. for all  < � we have JM = Ji(JM� ) , where i is the canonical embeddingfrom N to Ult(N;G).63Whence the \c" in Kc.64Part of the requirement on F � is that it be countably complete, and so crit(F �) must beuncountable; on the other hand, if � is least so that E� 6= ;, then hJ�[ ~E � �];2; ~E � �;E�ihas �1{projectum !, so that crit(E�) must be countable if this structure is even 1{sound.65C(M) is \de�ned" in the discussion following 2.5.



28 B. L�OWE, J. STEELDe�nition 2.20. Let M be a premouse whose last extender predicate isnonempty, and let � be the critical point of this last extender. We say Mis countably certi�ed i� for every countable A � Sn<! P ([�]n)M, there is anA{certi�cate for M. We say that M leaves gaps i� � is inaccessible, andeither (�+)M < �+ or f� < � : (�+)M = �+g is stationary in �.In the situation described in De�nition 2.19, we shall typically have jN j =�, so that OrdN < lh(G). We are therefore not thinking of hN;Gi as astructure to be iterated; N simply provides a reasonably large collection ofsets to be measured by G. The conditions V� � N and V�+1 � Ult(N;G)are crucial.We are ready for one of the central de�nitions of this paper.De�nition 2.21. A Kc{construction is a sequence hN� : � < #i of premicesuch that1. N0 = hV!;2; ;; ;i;2. if � + 1 < #, then the coreC(N�) = hJ�[ ~E];2; ~E;Hi;exists, and either(a) H = ;, N�+1 is a countably certi�ed premouse which leaves gaps,and N�+1 is of the formhJ�[ ~E];2; ~E; F i;for some F such that lh(F ) is as small as possible, or(b) H 6= ;, or there is no countably certi�ed premouse which leaves gapsof the form hJ�[ ~E];2; ~E; F i andN�+1 = hJ�+1[ ~E_H];2; ~E_H; ;i;3. if � < # is a limit ordinal, then N� is the unique premouse P such thatOrdP = supf!� : JN�� is de�ned and eventually constant as �! �g;and for all � such that !� < OrdP,JP� = eventual value of JN�� ; as �! �;and the last extender predicate of P is empty.So at successor steps in a Kc{construction one replaces the previous pre-mouse with its core, and then either adds a countably certi�ed extender tothe resulting extender sequence or takes one step in its constructible closure.At limit steps one forms the natural \limes inferior" of the previous premice.We have required our Kc{constructions to be maximal, in the sense thatthey must add to the coherent sequence a certi�ed extender of minimal length



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 29whenever it is possible to do so. It would be reasonable to drop this condi-tion, or perhaps relax it by requiring more of the background certi�cates.66However, we have no need for the more general kind of Kc{construction.To what extent are the Kc{constructions canonical? Modulo a naturaliterability conjecture, one can show that any two Kc{constructions are com-patible, in that one is an initial segment of the other.67 We shall have no usefor this fact, however.Because we replace N� by its core at each step in a Kc{construction, themodels of the construction may not grow by end{extension, and we needa little argument to show, for example, that a construction of proper classlength converges to a premouse of proper class size. Our Theorem 2.10 onthe agreement of N with C(N) is the key here.Theorem 2.22. Let � be an uncountable regular cardinal or � = Ord, andlet hN� : � < �i be a Kc{construction; then there is a unique premouse N�of ordinal height � such that hN� : � � �i is a Kc{construction.Proof : For any limit ordinal � and Kc{construction hN� : � < �i, thereis a unique premouse N� satisfying the limit ordinal clause of De�nition 2.21.We need only show that N� has ordinal height � in the case � is an uncount-able cardinal or � = Ord. It is clear that jN�j < � for all � < �, so N� hasordinal height � �.For � < �, let #� = inff%N�! : � � � < �g:So #0 = !, and the #'s are nondecreasing. By Theorem 2.10, N� agrees withall later N� below #� , so if � = sup(f#� : � < �g), we are done. Since � isregular, the alternative is that the #'s are eventually constant; say #� = % forall � such that � � � < �. Now notice that if � � � < � and %N�! = %, thenC(N�) is a proper initial segment of N�+1.68 Moreover, C(N�) has cardinality% in N�+1 by soundness. It follows from Theorem 2.10 that C(N�) is an initialsegment of N�, for all � � �. Since there are co�nally many � < � such that% = %N�! , we again get that N� has height �.It is not hard to see that the #� de�ned in the proof above are just thein�nite cardinals of N�.It would be natural at this point to �x some Kc{construction of lengthOrd + 1, and de�ne Kc itself to be the premouse in this construction indexed66For example, one might require that the background extenders be total extendersover V. This enables one to lift iteration trees on the N�'s to iteration trees on V, andthereby simpli�es the proof of iterability somewhat. This is the approach taken in [MiSt94].Another sometimes useful device is to impose a lower bound on the critical points of thebackground extenders.67Cf. [MiSt94, x9].68Assume the last extender predicate of N� is empty here, as it obviously is for co�nallymany such �.



30 B. L�OWE, J. STEELat Ord. We shall in e�ect eventually do this, but at certain points we shallneed third order properties of Ord which go beyond third-order ZFC, andindeed come close to the assertion that Ord is a measurable cardinal.69 Sowe shall eventually �x a measurable cardinal 
, and let Kc be the 
th modelin some Kc{construction.2.7. The iterability of Kc. It is clear by now that we have gotten nowhereunless we can prove that the premice we have constructed are su�cientlyiterable. Here we encounter what is perhaps the central open problem of coremodel theory. We formulate it as a conjecture:Conjecture 2.23. If N occurs in a Kc{construction, then every countableelementary substructure of N is !1 + 1-iterable.A proof of this conjecture would yield the basics of core model theory atthe level of superstrong cardinals, and it would no doubt extend to do thesame for supercompact cardinals.70 In particular, we could apply Theorem2.10 and Theorem 2.22 to see that Kc{constructions cannot break down, and,if carried on for Ord stages, converge to proper class premice.In general, iterability proofs break up into an existence proof and a unique-ness proof for \su�ciently good" branches in iteration trees on the premiceunder consideration. The existence proof breaks itself breaks into two parts,a direct existence argument in the countable case and a reection argumentin the uncountable case.The direct existence argument applies to countable iteration trees oncountable elementary submodels of the premice under consideration, andproceeds by using something like the countable completeness of the exten-ders involved in the iteration to transform an ill{behaved iteration into anin�nite descending 2{chain. When coupled with the uniqueness proof, thisshows that any countable elementary submodel of a premouse under con-sideration has an !1{iteration strategy, namely, the strategy of choosing theunique co�nal \su�ciently good" branch.71The reection argument extends this method of iterating by choosing suf-�ciently good branches to the uncountable: given an iteration tree T on M,we go to V[G] where G is Col(�; !){generic over V and � is large enough thatM and T have become countable, and �nd a su�ciently good branch there.This branch is unique, and hence by the homogeneity of the collapse it is in69The need for these assumptions is a defect in core model theory at the level of Woodincardinals which we hope will some day be removed.70A new problem arises between supercompact and huge cardinals, but this is not theplace to go into it. We should also note that one really needs a sharper version of theconjecture which keeps track of the degree of elementarity of the substructures; we havesuppressed this �nestructure here.71Of course a su�ciently good branch must be wellfounded, but in general more isrequired, for we want to be able to �nd co�nal wellfounded branches later in the iterationgame as well.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 31V. In order to execute this argument72 one needs a certain level of absolute-ness between V and V[G]. Once one gets past mice with Woodin cardinals,\su�ciently good" can no longer be taken simply to mean \wellfounded",and in fact \su�ciently good" is no longer a �12 notion at all. Because ofthis, the generic absoluteness required by our reection argument needs largecardinal/mouse existence principles which go beyond ZFC.73The conjecture above overlaps slightly with the uncountable case becauseit is !1+1{iterability, rather than !1{iterability, which is at stake. One needs!1+1{iterability to guarantee the comparability of countable mice; the Fodorargument that shows coiterations terminate requires a wellfounded branch oflength !1. Nevertheless, we believe that the conjecture is provable in ZFC.74At present, we can only prove the conjecture for premice of limited com-plexity. We shall call these special premice \tame". Our direct existenceargument in the countable case seems perfectly general, but our uniquenessresults are less de�nitive, and it is here that we resort to the tameness as-sumption. We begin by stating the existence theorem in the countable case.We shall say that b is a maximal branch of an iteration tree T if b has limitorder type but is not continued in T (so a co�nal branch is always maximal).If b is a branch of T and sup(b) = � < lh(T), then b is maximal i� b is di�erentfrom [0; �)T , the branch chosen by T. We call a system a putative iterationtree if it has all the properties of an ordinary iteration tree except that it mayhave a last, ill{founded model.75Theorem 2.24 (Branch Existence Theorem). Let � : M ! N� be an ele-mentary embedding where M is countable and N� is a model of the Kc{construction. Let T be a countable putative iteration tree on M. Then either1. there is a maximal branch b of T such that(a) b does not drop and there is a � : MTb ! N� such thatM � //iT0bBB
B

  B
B

N�MTb�OOcommutes, or(b) b drops, and there is a � < � with � : MTb ! N�,72See Theorem 2.33 below for a concrete example of such an argument.73For example, if it is consistent that there is a Woodin cardinal, then it is consistentthat there is a premouse N occurring on a Kc{construction which is not fully iterable. Cf.Section 4.74We suspect that if � is strictly less than the in�mum of the critical points of thebackground extenders, then the �{iterability of the size � elementary submodels of premicein a Kc{construction is provable in ZFC.75Thus a play of the iteration game at which player II has just lost at a successor stepis a putative iteration tree, but not an iteration tree.



32 B. L�OWE, J. STEELor2. T has a last model MT# and(a) the branch [0; #]T does not drop, and there is � : MT# ! N� suchthat M � //iT0#BB
B

  B
B

N�MT#�OOcommutes, or(b) the branch [0; #]T does drop, and there is a � < � with � : MT# ! N�The proof of Theorem 2.24 is a direct construction which transforms acounterexample to the theorem into an in�nite descending 2{chain. Thedetails of the construction are rather complicated, and seem to shed little lighton the rest of the theory, so we shall not attempt to describe them. They canbe found in [MaSt94, x4], where the theorem was �rst proved for \coarse"mice occurring in a Kc{construction using only full background extendersover V, and in [St96, xx2,4], where the full result Theorem 2.24 was �rstproved.Because the Branch Existence Theorem 2.24 asserts only the existence ofmaximal wellfounded branches, not necessarily co�nal ones, it does not evengive the !1{iterability of countable elementary submodels of premice in aKc{construction. For that we need an accompanying uniqueness theorem forbranches, and here our results are less de�nitive. What we can show, roughly,is that a failure of uniqueness yields a premouse with a Woodin cardinal. Wenow make this more precise.De�nition 2.25. Let � < � and A � V�, then � is called A{reectingin � i� for all � < � there is a j : V ! M such that crit(j) = � andj(A) \V� = A \V�,De�nition 2.26. A cardinal � is called a Woodin cardinal, i� for all A � V�there is a � < � such that � is A{reecting in �.Woodin cardinals lie between strong and superstrong cardinals in the con-sistency strength hierarchy.76 A Woodin cardinal need not itself be strong,or even measurable, but it is easy to see that if � is Woodin, then � is Mahlo,and � is a limit of cardinals � such that 8� < �(� is �{strong).77 MeasurableWoodin cardinals are well beyond the reach of current core model theory.The main result connecting Woodin cardinals with the uniqueness of co�-nal wellfounded branches in iteration trees is the following theorem of [MaSt94].76For a diagram of the known large cardinals and their consistency strengths, cf. [Kan94,p. 471].77Woodinness of � is a �1 fact about V�+1, so the least Woodin cardinal is not evenweakly compact.
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b
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Figure 3. The overlapping pattern of two distinct well{founded branchesTheorem 2.27 (Branch Uniqueness Theorem). Let T be an iteration tree oflimit length �, and let b and c be distinct co�nal wellfounded branches of T. Let � := supflh(F T� ) : � < �g;and suppose A � VMTb� = VMTc� and A 2MTb \MTc . ThenMTb j= 9� < �(� is A{reecting in �)Proof : The extenders used on b and c have an overlapping patternpictured in Figure 3:To see this, pick any successor ordinal�0 + 1 2 b n c;and then let �n + 1 = minf 2 c :  > �n + 1gand �n+1 + 1 = minf� 2 b : � > �n + 1g;for all n < !. Now for any n, the T -predecessor of �n+1 is on c and � �n+1,hence � �n, so by the rules of the iteration gamecrit(F�n) < lh(F�n):Similarly, for any n crit(F�n+1) < lh(F�n):Now extenders used along the same branch of an iteration tree do not overlap(i.e., if E is used before F , then lh(E) < crit(F )), so we havecrit(F�n) < lh(F�n) < crit(F�n+1) < lh(F�n) < crit(F�n+1) < lh(F�n+1) < crit(F�n+2)which is the overlapping pattern pictured.Now sup(f�n : n < !g) = sup(f�n : n < !g), and since branches ofiteration trees are closed below their suprema in the order topology on Ord,



34 B. L�OWE, J. STEELthe common supremum of the �n and �n is �. Let us assume �0 was chosenlarge enough that we haveA = i�0+1;c(A�) = i�1+1;b(A��)for some A� and A��. Let� = crit(F�0) = crit(i�0+1;c);we shall show that � is A{reecting in � in the model Mb.Let E0 = F�0 � crit(F�1). Because of the overlapping pattern, E0 is aproper initial segment of F�0, and by initial segment condition on premiceand the agreement of the models of an iteration tree, E0 2 Mb. Moreover,if j : Mb ! Ult(Mb; E0) is the canonical embedding, then because A andA� agree below �, j(A) and i�0+1;c(A�) agree below crit(F�1). That is, j(A)agrees with A below crit(F�1), and hence E0 witnesses that � is A{reectingup to crit(F�1) in Mb.To get A{reection all the way up to �, we setE2n = F�n � crit(F�n+1) and E2n+1 = F�n+1 � crit(F�n+1);for all n. Each of the En is in Mb for the same reason E0 is in Mb. Thereforethe extender E which represents the embedding coming from \composing" theultrapowers by the Ei for 0 � i � 2n, is in Mb. The argument above general-izes easily to show that E witnesses that � is A{reecting up to crit(F�n+1).Since crit(F�n+1) ! � as n! !, � is A-reecting in � in the model Mb.De�nition 2.28. A premouse M is 1{small i� whenever � is the criticalpoint of a (nonempty) extender on the M{sequence, then JM� j= \There areno Woodin cardinals".A mouse is 1{small just in case it hasn't reached the sharp of a properclass model with a Woodin cardinal.De�nition 2.29. A premouse M is properly 1{small i� M is 1{small, andM j= \There are no Woodin cardinals, and there is a largest cardinal".The branch existence and uniqueness theorems rather easily yield !1 + 1{iteration strategies for countable elementary submodels of the properly 1{small premice occurring in Kc{constructions.78 The strategy is just to chooseat each limit stage � � !1 the unique co�nal branch of the iteration tree builtso far. At countable stages �, the Branch Existence Theorem 2.24 guaranteesexistence, modulo uniqueness at earlier stages, and the Branch UniquenessTheorem 2.27 guarantees uniqueness.79 At stage � = !1, we go V[G], whereG is Col(!1; !){generic over V. A strengthened form of Theorem 2.24 gives78These constitute an initial segment of the construction.79The uniqueness argument is a bit more subtle than might at �rst appear, because ofthe possibility that one of the co�nal branches might drop. Finestructure to the rescue!



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 35us a co�nal wellfounded branch in V[G] for the tree of length !V1 .80 ByTheorem 2.27 it is unique, hence de�nable in V[G] from the tree, and henceby the homogeneity of the collapse it is in V.One can push this sort of argument further. Notice that we have not usedthe full strength of the Branch Existence Theorem yet; the direct limit Mbalong the branch b it gives is not just wellfounded, but is itself embeddedinto a level of the same Kc{construction. Thus if there is more than oneco�nal branch of the tree built so far satisfying the conclusion of Theorem2.24, we can simply pick one such branch b and start all over. As long asfrom this point on our opponent in the iteration game plays extenders whichcan be interpreted as forming a tree on Mb, this will work. We run intotrouble, however, if at some later point our opponent plays an extender Ewhich, according to the rules of the iteration game, should be applied to somemodel reached before we reached Mb. If we set things up right, however, thisextender E will overlap a local Woodin cardinal.81De�nition 2.30. A premouse M is tame i� whenever E is an extender onthe M sequence, say the last extender of JM� , thenJM� j= 8� � crit(E)(� is not Woodin)Otherwise M is called wild.Proposition 2.31. If there is a wild mouse, then there is a model with aproper class of Woodin cardinals.Proof : Let M be the wild mouse with a h�; �i{extender E overlappinga Woodin cardinal �. Let	�;� :� 9(� <  < �( is Woodin))Now we take the ultrapower by E, and we have for all � < � that Ult(M; E) j=	�;jE(�), as � is still Woodin in the ultrapower.82 But then we can transportthese sentences back to M giving M j= 	�;� for all � < �. This reection ispictured in Figure 4.Then VM� is a model with a proper class of Woodin cardinals.We mention without proof that a tame mouse can satisfy \there is a limitof Woodin cardinals which is a strong cardinal" and that it cannot satisfy\there is a limit of Woodin cardinals which is itself a Woodin cardinal".The argument we sketched very vaguely above can be turned into a proofof the following theorem.80Cf. [St93].81Namely, it will overlap � := sup(flh(F�) : � 2 bg).82This is the case because the strength of the extender is greater than �; here we useour assumption that the extender overlaps the Woodin cardinal.
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Figure 4. Reection of Woodin cardinals in wild miceTheorem 2.32. Every countable elementary substructure of a tame pre-mouse occurring in a Kc{construction is !1 + 1{iterable.This theorem is proved in [St93] and [SchSt96].Although the !1 + 1{iterability of countable elementary submodels of pre-mice in a Kc{construction su�ces for many basic applications of iterability,there are important contexts in which we need more.83 The standard argu-ment here once again involves collapsing. By restricting the complexity of themice under consideration, one gets for each countable elementary submodelM of N an !1{iteration strategy �(M) which is uniformly de�nable from Mby some formula '. We then de�ne a putative #{iteration strategy on N, forarbitrary #, by going to V[G] where G is Col(sup(jNj; #); !){generic over V,and using the prescription de�ned by ' from N there. If we have enoughgeneric absoluteness, this prescription will pick a unique branch in V[G], andby homogeneity of the collapse, this branch will be in V.The generic absoluteness required is closely related to the complexity of theformula ' de�ning the iteration strategies �(M), and thus to the complexitybound we imposed onM. If we want to make do with Shoen�eld absoluteness,we must work with something like properly 1{small M. To handle micebeyond that, we need forms of generic absoluteness which are not provablein ZFC, but are themselves equivalent to the existence of nontrivial miceover arbitrary sets. We then need to construct these mice, and that leadsthe whole theory into an inductive proof that the universe is closed underbuilding various mice over arbitrary sets. Since it would take us too far a�eldto describe this further, we shall stick here to the iterability one can get usingShoen�eld absoluteness.83We can handle trees and premice of size less than the critical points of the back-ground extenders used in the construction by collapsing their size to be countable, as inthe argument sketched above, but in important contexts one needs more than this.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 37Theorem 2.33. Suppose that there is no proper class premouse satisfying\There is a Woodin cardinal". Let N be a premouse occurring in a Kc{construction, and let # 2 Ord; then N is #{iterable.Proof : If N is not 1{small, then we can linearly iterate the last extenderof its �rst non{1{small level Ord times, and thereby produce a proper classpremouse with a Woodin cardinal. So we may assume N is 1{small. Similarly,we can extend N by adding ordinals on top (i.e. without adding new exten-ders) until we reach occurring in a Kc{construction which satis�es \there areno Woodin cardinals". We may as well assume N is this structure.84Because of its smallness properties, Theorems 2.24 and 2.27 imply thatevery countable iteration tree of limit length on a countable elementary sub-model of N has a unique co�nal wellfounded branch. This gives !1{iterationstrategies for the countable elementary submodels of N. We attempt to con-struct a similar such strategy applying to arbitrary trees on N. For this it isenough to showClaim : If T is an iteration tree on N of limit length, then T has a uniqueco�nal wellfounded branch.We prove the claim: Let � := sup(flh(F T� ) : � < lh(T)g), and let M be thepremouse of ordinal height � to which the models of T converge.85 By addingordinals on top of M we reach a premouse Q extending M which satis�es \�is not Woodin", as otherwise we have a proper class premouse with a Woodincardinal.Now let � : R! V� where R is countable and transitive, and�(hN;M;Q;Ti) = hN;M;Q;Ti:We want to see that T has a unique co�nal wellfounded branch, so it is enoughto see that R satis�es \T has a unique co�nal wellfounded branch". By ourbranch existence and uniqueness theorems 2.24 and 2.27, T does indeed havea unique co�nal wellfounded branch b, so it is enough to show that b 2 R.Now MTb j= \� is not Woodin", by our smallness assumption on N and theelementarity of i0;b. It follows from this and Theorem 2.27 that b is the uniqueco�nal branch c of T such that Q is an initial segment of MTc . Letting G beR-generic for the collapse of Q to be countable, we get by �11 absolutenessthat b 2 R[G]. This is true for all such G, so b 2 R, and we are done withthe claim, and thus with the proof.8684Any iteration strategy for this structure induces one for N. However, if N itselfsatis�es \there is a Woodin cardinal", it may have iteration strategies which do not lift tothis structure.85So for � < �, JM� is the common value of JMT�� for all � such that � < lh(FT� ).86Modulo the usual missing �nestructure. The main point there is that � may actuallybe Woodin with respect to all A 2 Q; the A witnessing non{Woodinness may only be



38 B. L�OWE, J. STEELThe proof of Theorem 2.33 can be generalized to situations in which onedoes not have the very strong smallness assumption that there is no properclass model with a Woodin cardinal. What plays the rôle of the \branchoracle" structure Q in the proof then involves extenders beyond those of the\lined up part"M of the models of T. For example, if there is no proper classmodel with two Woodin cardinals, and over every premouse M we can buildan iterable{above{OrdM proper class mouse with one Woodin cardinal, thenthe proof of Theorem 2.33 shows that every premouse on a Kc{constructionis #{iterable for all # 2 Ord.3. The core model K3.1. The Universality of Kc. For the rest of this paper, we shall assumethat there is a measurable cardinal. This assumption plays no rôle in coremodel theory at the level of strong cardinals and below, but it is not knownhow to do without it at the level of Woodin cardinals. We therefore �x forthe rest of this paper a measurable cardinal 
, and a normal measure �0 on
. Let us also assume henceforth that every premouse occurring in a Kc{construction is tame.87 It follows from Theorem 2.32 and Theorem 2.22 thatthere is a Kc{construction of length 
 + 1. Let us �x such a constructionhN� : � � 
i.88De�nition 3.1. Kc is the 
th model of our designated Kc{construction,that is, Kc = N
.We shall not need to refer to premice of ordinal height > 
, and so fromnow on we let \premouse" stand for \premouse of ordinal height � 
". Wecall premice which are as long as possible \weasels":De�nition 3.2. A weasel is a premouse of ordinal height 
. A weasel isuniversal just in case it is 
{universal.89Our next result, which is sometimes called \cheapo covering", shows thatwe have been su�ciently liberal about putting extenders on the Kc{sequence.The evidence of this is that we get a weasel which is close enough to V tocompute many successor cardinals correctly, and therefore by Lemma 2.12 isuniversal.Theorem 3.3. Suppose every premouse occurring in the Kc construction istame; then for �0{almost every � we have (�+)Kc = �+.de�nable over Q. Similarly, b may drop, and thus � may only be de�nably non{WoodinoverMTb .87We shall strengthen this smallness assumption dramatically in a moment.88As we said before, one can show that there is exactly one such construction.89Cf. De�nition 2.11.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 39Proof : We use the ultrapower embedding j : V! Ult(V; �0) that we getfrom the measurability of 
. If cheapo covering is false, then f� : (�+)Kc =�+g has measure zero, and hence by  Los's theorem (
+)j(Kc) < 
+. BecauseKc j= GCH this means that the power set of 
 in j(Kc) has cardinality 
.Let Ej be the extender coding j. If we restrict Ej to j(Kc), then theresulting extender is in Ult(V; �0): By the assumption, we can enumerateP(
)\ j(Kc) as fM� : � < 
g. Then hj(M�) : � < 
i lies in the ultrapowerand therefore we can de�ne the restricted extender byM� 2 (Ej)a : () a 2 j(M�)in the ultrapower.We can now show that every proper initial segment of this extender ison the j(Kc){sequence. These initial segments witness that 
 is Woodin inj(Kc). It follows by reection that 
 is a limit of Woodins in Kc, and thusj(
) is a limit of Woodins in j(Kc). Hence one of the initial segments of Ejoverlaps a local Woodin cardinal, and there is a wild mouse on the j(Kc){construction. Therefore there is a wild mouse on the Kc{construction.The proof of Theorem 3.3 works in greater generality: if we generalizethe Kc{construction so as to allow extenders representing e.g. superstrongembeddings, then granted su�cient iterability90, either Kc satis�es \there isa superstrong cardinal", or Kc computes successor cardinals correctly �0{almost everywhere.Other evidence that we have put enough extenders into Kc comes fromthe fact that various large cardinal properties of V are inherited by Kc. Forexample, if one modi�es the Kc{construction so by omitting the requirementthat N�+1 leave gaps, then either this modi�ed construction reaches a wildmouse, or it converges to a weasel W such that for any Woodin cardinal �,W j=\� is Woodin".If Kc is 
 + 1{iterable, then Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 2.12 immediatelyimply that Kc is universal. We have obtained the 
 + 1{iterability of Kc byrestricting ourselves to the situation in which there is no proper class modelwith a Woodin cardinal.91 So we haveTheorem 3.4. If there is no proper class model with a Woodin cardinal,then Kc is a universal weasel.In fact, if there is no proper class model with a Woodin cardinal, then aweasel W is universal if and only if (�+)W = �+ for stationary many � < 
.This can be seen by coiterating W with Kc.90We would need !1 + 1{iterability for countable elementary substructures.91Cf. Theorem 2.33.



40 B. L�OWE, J. STEEL3.2. The true core model K. Any iterate of a universal weasel is itselfuniversal, so there are many universal weasels if there are any. Kc has someclaim to distinction among universal weasels, but it depends too heavily onthe universe in which it is constructed to serve some purposes; that is, itsde�nition is not su�ciently generically absolute. This is easy to see:Lemma 3.5. The �rst measurable cardinal in Kc is inaccessible in V.Proof : This is immediate from condition (3.) in ourKc{construction.Proposition 3.6. There is a forcing extension V[G] of V such that(Kc)V[G] 6= (Kc)V:Proof : Let � be the �rst measurable in Kc, and let G be Col(�; !){generic for V. Then in V[G], � is countable and hence by Lemma 3.5, �can't be the �rst measurable in (Kc)V[G]. Hence (Kc)V[G] 6= (Kc)V.If there is no proper class model with a strong cardinal, then there is aprivileged universal weasel, i.e. one which generates all other universal weaselsby iteration. This canonical universal weasel K is maximal, in the sense thatevery extender which could be added to its sequence (subject to an iterabilityconstraint) is already on its sequence, and generically absolute, in that it hasa de�nition which de�nes it not just in V, but in every set generic extensionof V.92One can construct such a canonical universal weasel under the weakerhypothesis that there is no proper class model with a Woodin cardinal. Infact, the construction we shall present here is much more general than that.We use the assumption that there is no proper class model with a Woodincardinal only to obtain the 
 + 1{iterability of Kc via Theorem 2.33. As weremarked after presenting it, the proof of Theorem 2.33 goes through underless restrictive hypotheses, and under such hypotheses our construction of Kwill go through as well. To keep the exposition as simple as possible, we shallwork here, and for the rest of the paper, under the hypothesis that there isno proper class model with a Woodin cardinal. Like the measurability of 
,we shall not always display this hypothesis in the statements of the results tocome which use it.The idea of our construction is that Kc is an iterate of K, and thereforewe can obtain K from Kc by taking a Skolem hull of Kc which \undoes" theiteration.93 We now introduce some concepts useful in isolating this Skolemhull.92These are results of Dodd, Jensen, and Mitchell; cf. [Ze9?] or [St96, x8].93Many of the ideas and arguments behind this construction are due to Mitchell, andcan be found in an informally circulated paper which was to be a successor to [Mi84], butwas never published. Mitchell's work was transformed into the form it takes here by thesecond author in [St96].



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 41De�nition 3.7. LetA0 := f� < 
 : � is inaccessible; (�+)Kc = �+;f� < � : � is inaccessible; (�+)Kc = �+g is notstationary in �g:Proposition 3.8. A0 is stationary in 
; moreover, for any � 2 A0, � is notthe critical point of an extender on the Kc{sequence which is total on Kc.Proof : The �rst condition follows directly from Theorem 3.3, since A0is the \�rst Mahlo derivative" of a set which has �0-measure one, and istherefore stationary. For the second condition let � = crit(E) for some Eon the Kc{sequence which is total on Kc. At some step N�+1 in the con-struction an extender F was added to the sequence, and eventually, perhapsthrough taking some cores, F collapsed to E. Since � is a cardinal of Kc,we get crit(F ) = �. Since E is total on Kc, N�+1 and Kc have the samesubsets of �. But the requirement that N�+1 leave gaps gives us at once that� 62 A0.94De�nition 3.9. Let W be a weasel and let � � W ; then � is thick in W i�for all but nonstationary many � 2 A0� � 2 �,� � contains a set which is �{club in �+, and� � is not the critical point of an extender from the W{sequence which istotal on W .So by Proposition 3.8Lemma 3.10. 
 is thick in Kc.The following elementary lemmas are easy to prove:Lemma 3.11. If 
 is thick in W , then the class of sets which are thick inW is an 
-complete �lter on 
.Lemma 3.12. Let � : H ! W be elementary, where W is a weasel andran(�) is thick in W ; then f� : �(�) = �g is thick in both H and W .Lemma 3.13. Let 
 be thick in W , and suppose T is an iteration tree onW . Let � � 
, and suppose there is no dropping in T along [0; �]T (and � <lh(T)), so that iT0;� is de�ned. Suppose iT0;�"
 � 
; then f� < 
: iT0;�(�) = �gis thick in both W and MT� .Proof : This is clear if � < 
, so let � = 
. Then [0; �]T is club in
, so for the typical � 2 A0, � 2 [0; �]T and i0;�"� � �. As � is inacces-sible, i0;�(�) = �. As � is not the critical point of an extender from the94This was the entire purpose of the leaving gaps requirement in the Kc{construction.



42 B. L�OWE, J. STEELW{sequence which is total on W , � is not the critical point of an extenderfrom the MT�{sequence which is total on MT�. Thus � is not the critical pointof an extender from the MT�{sequence which is total on MT�, for any � � �.Thus �+ < crit(i�;�), so that i0;�(�) = � and f : i0;�() = g contains an�{club subset of �+.We shall de�ne K to be the transitive collapse of the intersection of allthick hulls of Kc. At the moment, it is not even clear that this intersection isa weasel, much less that it is universal.95 The following concepts are the keyto showing K is universal.De�nition 3.14. Let 
 be thick in M ; then M has the de�nability propertyat � i� for all � such that � is thick in M , we have� 2 HullM(� [ �); 96i.e. � is �rst{order de�nable over M with parameters from � and ordinals� < �.De�nition 3.15. Let 
 be thick in M ; then M has the hull property at �i� for all � such that � is thick in M , we haveP(�)M � HM(� [ �)where HM(X) is the transitive collapse of HullM(X).Lemma 3.16. There is an 
 + 1{iterable weasel M such that 
 is thick inM and M has the hull property at all � < 
.Proof : Let W be any 
+1{iterable weasel such that 
 is thick in W ; forexample, we could take W = Kc. We shall construct inductively decreasingclasses N� � W such that N� is thick in W . The idea is to proceed alongthe cardinals of the hull of W we are determining, succesively discarding allcounterexamples to the hull property, so that the transitive collapse of thelimit class N
 := T�2
N� will be the desired weasel M .We start with N0 := W , and for limit ordinals � we set N� := T�2�N�.Now let N� be given, let � : N ! N�be the transitive collapse, and let � be the �th cardinal of N . By Lemma 3.12,
 is thick in N . We now discard all counterexamples to the hull property at� for N : for each A � � such that A 2 N pick a thick class �A such thatA 62 transitive collapse of HullN (� [ �A);95Every thick hull of Kc is universal, and hence contains all the reals of Kc, so theintersection is nonempty.96Here HullM (X) denotes the uncollapsed hull of X inside M .



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 43if there is such a thick class, and set �A = 
 otherwise; then setN�+1 := �"\A HullN(� [ �A):We only have to check that N
 is thick in W . By Fodor's lemma, for allbut nonstationary many � 2 A0, � is the �th cardinal of N�, and for such �,� 2 N�+1 , � 2 N
. Thus is su�ces to show that for all limit ordinals �,N� = N�+1.The proof of this illustrates well a typical use of the hull property. Let Nbe the transitive collapse of N�, and let � be the �th cardinal of N . We mustshow that N has the hull property at �. Our construction guarantees that �is a limit cardinal of N , and that N has the hull property at all � < �. LetH be the transitive collapse of HullN (�[ �) for some � thick in N ; it will beenough to show that P (�)\N � H. For this we compare H with N ; let T onH and U on N be the resulting iteration trees. Since H and N are universal,T and U have a common last model Q, which is itself a universal weasel. Leti : H ! Q and j : N ! Qbe the iteration maps given by T and U. It will be enough to show thatcrit(j) � �, for then if A 2 P (�)\N , we get A = j(A)\� 2 Q, which impliesA 2 H. (For the last assertion, notice that H and N agree below �, so allextenders used in T and U have length > �, and in particular, Q agrees withH below (�+)Q.)Suppose then that crit(j) < �. Let E be the �rst extender used along thebranch from N to Q of U, so that crit(E) = crit(j) := � < �. One can easilyshow using Lemma 3.13 that Q retains the hull property at �. The sets E � �for � < � < � witness that Q does not have the hull property at any � suchthat � < � < �.97 But then, by considering how the hull property is passedfrom H to Q, we see that � is also the critical point of i, and thus of the �rstextender F used on the branch from H to Q in U.We claim that E is compatible with F , contrary to the fact that theyarose in a coiteration. For if A � � and A 2 N , then by Lemma 3.13and Lemma 3.11 we can �nd a �nite set a � �, a �nite set b of common�xed points of i and j, and a Skolem term � such that A = �N [a; b] \ �.Then j(A) = �Q[a; b] \ j(�), and since A = j(A) \ �, this implies thatA = �H [a; b] \ �, and hence i(A) = �Q[a; b] \ i(�). Thus j(A) and i(A) agreebelow inffj(�); i(�)g. Because generators are not moved along the branchesof an iteration tree, this implies that E is compatible with F , the desiredcontradiction.From Lemma 3.16 we easily get97Cf. [St96, Example 4.3] for a proof of this.



44 B. L�OWE, J. STEELTheorem 3.17. Let W be an 
 + 1{iterable weasel such that 
 is thick inW ; then for �0{almost every � < 
, W has the hull property at �.Proof : Let M be a weasel having the hull property everywhere, as pro-vided by Lemma 3.16. We compare M with W , and obtain iteration mapsi : M ! Q and j : W ! Q into a common iterate. For �0{almost every �,i"� � � and j"� � �. Using this and Lemma 3.13 we can transfer the hullproperty from M to Q at �0{almost every �, and then pull it back from Qto W at �0-almost every �.98Corollary 3.18. Kc has the hull property at �0{almost every � < 
.Proof : By Proposition 3.8 and Theorem 3.17.We turn now to the de�nability property.Theorem 3.19. For �0{almost every � < 
, Kc has the de�nability propertyat �.Proof : The proof proceeds along the lines of the proof of Theorem 3.3.We assume that the set of � such that Kc has the de�nability property at �has measure zero. Let j : V!M = Ult(V; �0) be the canonical embedding.Since j(Kc) does not have the de�nability property at 
 in M, we can in M�nd a thick hull of j(Kc) omitting 
, and hence a map � : H ! j(Kc) suchthat ran(�) is thick in j(Kc). With some care, one can arrange that E� iscompatible with Ej, so that the fragments of Ej which are in M can be usedas background extenders to certify E� for addition to the j(Kc){sequence inM . Notice that E� is total on j(Kc) by the hull property of j(Kc) at 
. Butthen, as in the proof of Theorem 3.3, 
 is Woodin in j(Kc)99, contrary to ourassumption that there is no proper class model with a Woodin cardinal.We proceed to the de�nition of K.De�nition 3.20. K is the transitive collapse ofDKc := fx : 8�(� is thick in Kc ! x 2 HullKc(�))g:Theorem 3.21. K is a universal weasel, and (�+)K = �+ for �0{almostevery � < 
.Proof : We have to show that DKc is unbounded in 
 (this shows that Kis a weasel) and that DKc is unbounded in (�+)Kc for a �{measure one set of� < 
 (together with Theorem 3.3 this shows cheapo covering for K). Both98Cf. [St96, Lemma 4.6].99The proof would give a wild mouse, in fact.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 45parts are similar, the unboundedness in 
 uses the de�nability property ofKc and the second part uses the hull property. We shall sketch the �rst part.If DKc is bounded then we easily construct a decreasing sequence of thickclasses �� such that, letting b� be the least ordinal in HullKc(��) nDKc, thesequence hb� : � < 
i is strictly increasing and DKc � b0. Now by Theorem3.19 we can choose � such that � = supfb� : � < �g and Kc has the de�nabilityproperty at �. Since ��+1 is thick, we can �nd a �nite subset a of �, a �nitesubset d of ��+1, and a Skolem term � such that � = �Kc[a; d]. Let � < � besuch that a � b�. We haveKc j= 9a 2 [b�]<!(b� < � [a; d] < b�+1);and since the parameters b�; d; b�+1 in this statement all belong to HullKc(��),we can �nd a� in HullKc(��) which is a witness to its existential quanti�er.By the de�nition of b�, this means a� 2 DKc. But that implies�Kc[a�; d] 2 HullKc(��+1) and b� < �Kc[a�; d] < b�+1;which contradicts the de�nition of b�+1.We lack the space to go much further into the pure theory of K here, butwe wish to state some basic theorems. First and foremost, there is a full weakcovering theorem for K.Theorem 3.22. (Mitchell, Schimmerling) Let � < 
 be a singular cardinal;then (�+)K = �+.This theorem is de�nitely no cheapo. The central idea is due to Mitchell,and was brought to fruition in the case � < �) �! < � in [MiSchSt97]. Thefull theorem was then proved by Mitchell and Schimmerling in [MiSch95].Concerning embeddings of K, the situation is a bit more complicated thanit was below a strong cardinal, in that it is consistent with our assumptions100that there is an 
+1-iterable universal weasel which is not an iterate of K.101However, it is shown in [St96] that K elementarily embeds in every 
 + 1{iterable universal weasel, and that there is no nontrivial embedding of K intoitself. This leads to a nice characterization of K:Theorem 3.23. K is the unique 
 + 1{iterable universal weasel which ele-mentarily embeds into every 
 + 1{iterable universal weasel.This characterization is Theorem 8.10 of [St96].Although there may be iterable universal weasels which are not iterates ofK, it turns out that Kc itself is an iterate of K. This is proved in [SchSt9?].A key ingredient in the proof is a natural maximality property of K and itsiterates. For K itself, this result states that every countably certi�ed extender100I.e., that 
 is measurable and there is no proper class model with a Woodin cardinal.101See [St96, x8].



46 B. L�OWE, J. STEELwhich \could be added" to the K{sequence (in that the resulting structurewould be a premouse) is already on the K{sequence.Finally, Jensen's �13{correctness theorem (cf. [Do82]) has an extension toour situation.Theorem 3.24. Suppose there is a measurable cardinal � < 
; then theMartin-Solovay tree at � is in K, and therefore K is �13{correct.This is Theorem 7.9 of [St96]. It is very probably only a provisional result,as the second measurable cardinal � should not be necessary.3.3. The de�nability of K and generic absoluteness. We now sketchthe application we promised in the introduction. For this we need somefurther basic results about K. We wish to produce a formula de�ning Kwhose logical form is as simple as possible. We shall then show that the classde�ned by this formula interpreted in V is the same as the class it de�neswhen interpreted in V[G], for any G which is P{generic over V where P 2 V
.We have already de�ned K; the only parameter entering into its de�ni-tion is 
. This de�nition involves quanti�cation over V
+1, however, and istherefore too complicated for our purposes. Moreover, it is not clear that thisde�nition is absolute, as we used Kc to de�ne K, and (Kc)V[G] 6= (Kc)V ingeneral. We show now that, nevertheless, our de�nition of K as the intersec-tion of all thick hulls of Kc is generically absolute.De�nition 3.25. Let M be a weasel, and S;� � M . We say that � isS{thick in M i�1. S is stationary in 
, and2. for all but nonstationary many � 2 S:(a) � is inaccessible, (�+)M = �+, and � is not the critical point of anextender from the M{sequence which is total on M , and(b) � 2 �, and � \ �+ contains an �{club.So 
 is A0{thick in Kc. We can now relativise our de�nitions of thehull and de�nability properties to an arbitrary S in the obvious way: forexample, W has the S{de�nability property at � i� 
 is S{thick in W , and� 2 HullW (� [ �) for all � which are S{thick in W .De�nition 3.26. A premouse M is called S{very sound, if there is an 
+1{iterable weasel W such that M �W , 
 is S{thick in W and W has the S{de�nability property at all � 2 Ord \M. We say M is very sound just incase it is A0{very sound.It is easy to see that every proper initial segment of K is very sound. Bythe following lemma, this fact characterizes K.Lemma 3.27. Let M be S{very sound and let N be T{very sound; thenM�N or N�M.



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 47Proof : Let W and R be weasels witnessing the soundness of M and Nrespectively. Assume without loss of generality that OrdM � OrdN.The proof of Lemma 2.12 shows that for all but nonstationary many � 2S [ T , (�+)W = (�+)R = �+. Now let W � be the (linear) iterate of Wobtained by taking an ultrapower by the order zero total measure on � fromW , for each � 2 T n OrdM such that W j= \� is measurable". Similarly, letR� be obtained from R by taking an ultrapower by the order zero measureon � at each � 2 S nOrdN such that R j= � is measurable. Then W � and R�still witness the S and T soundness of M and N, respectively; moreover, 
is S [ T thick in each of W � and R�.Let i : W � ! Q and j : R� ! Q come from coiteration, and let� = inffcrit(i); crit(j)g:It is enough to show OrdM � �, for then M�N as desired, so assume that� < OrdM.Suppose that � = crit(i) < crit(j). Since 
 is T thick in R� and W �,and R� has the T -de�nability preoperty at �, we can �nd a �nite set a ofcommon �xed points of i and j such that � = �R� [a] for some term � . Butthen � = j(�) = �Q[a] = i(�W � [a]), so � 2 ran(i), a contr adiction. Similarly,we get crit(i) � crit(j), and hence crit(i) = crit(j) = �.An argument using the S and T hull properties at � now shows that the�rst extenders used along the branches giving rise to i and j in our coiter-ation are compatible with one another, a contradiction. This argument isessentially the same as the \typical use of the hull property" at the end ofthe proof of Lemma 3.16.Corollary 3.28. M is a proper initial segment of K if and only if M is verysound if and only if M is S{very sound for some S.These results imply at once that our De�nition 3.20 of K using using thickhulls is generically absolute.Theorem 3.29. Let G be P{generic over V, where P 2 V
; then KV =KV[G].Proof : We claim that if W is a weasel witnessing that M is S{verysound in V, then W continues to witness that M is S{very sound in V[G].For it is clear that S remains stationary in V[G], and that every S{thick classin V[G] contains an S-thick class in V. It is less obvious that W remains
 + 1{iterable in V[G], but this is true.102Thus all the proper initial segments of KV remain AV0 {very sound in V[G],as witnessed by the appropriate hulls of (Kc)V. By Lemma 3.27 we then haveKV = KV[G].102Cf. [St96, Lemma 5.12].



48 B. L�OWE, J. STEELUnfortunately, the generically absolute de�nition of K we have just givenis logically too complicated for our application. We now sketch an inductivede�nition of K which has the optimal logical complexity.103De�nition 3.30. A premouse M is �{strong if there is a weasel W witness-ing that JM� is very sound, and an iteration tree T on W played accordingto its unique 
 + 1{iteration strategy which uses only extenders with length� �, and an elementary embedding from M to an initial segment of the lastmodel of T such that � � � is the identity.The de�nition of �{strongness above involves quanti�cation over V
+1.We now give a de�nition by induction on � which is of essentially optimalcomplexity. The key is a certain iterability property: the �{strong mice arethose which are \jointly iterable" with all mice which are �{strong for all� < �.104 We now explain this property further.De�nition 3.31. A triple hM;N; �i is called a phalanx if� M and N are premice with JM� = J N� ,� � is a cardinal in both models M and N, and� the projecta %(M) and %(N) are � �In building an iteration tree on a phalanx hM;N; �i, we pretend that thephalanx is already an iteration tree of length 1, where MT0 = M, MT1 = Nand � is interpreted, for the purpose of deciding which model to take anultrapower of, as the length of a \virtual extender" used to get from M to N.Note that N need not be an ultrapower of M | we simply play the iterationgame as if it were.The notions of #{iterability and iterability for phalanxes are easily derivedfrom this description.The following theorem yields an inductive characterization of strongness.Theorem 3.32. Let M be a premouse, and suppose that � is a cardinal inK such that JK� = JM� ; then the following are equivalent:1. M is �{strong,2. If N is �{strong for all K{cardinals � < �, then hN;M; �i is 
 + 1{iterable.3. If N has cardinality � �, and N is �{strong for all K{cardinals � < �,then hN;M; �i is 
 + 1{iterable.Proof: For the direction \(2.))(1.)" let W witness that JM� is verysound. We will show that W has an iterate as demanded in the de�nitionof �{strong. Clearly, W is �{strong for all � < �, so by (2.) the phalanx103Hugh Woodin has shown that there are universes which satisfy \there is a measur-able cardinal and no proper class model with a Woodin cardinal" within which K has node�nition logically simpler than the one we shall sketch.104This idea traces back to Dodd's proof that GCH holds in the models of [Do81].



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 49hW;M; �i is 
 + 1{iterable. We now compare this phalanx with W in theobvious way, and obtain thereby iteration trees T on hW;M; �i and U on Wwith last models R and S respectively.105 The key observation is that R isabove M in the tree T. This is because otherwise it is above W , in which casewe get R = S by universality, and can argue using the hull and de�nabilityproperties as in 3.27 that the �rst extenders used on the branches from Wto R and from W to S of the T and U are compatible. It is now easy to seethat R is an initial segment of S, all extenders used in U have length > �,and the embedding � : M! R given by T is the identity below �.For \(1.))(2.)", we use the embeddings given by the fact that our premiceare strong at various � and � to lift iteration trees on hN;M; �i to somethinglike iteration trees on Kc, and then use some simple generalizations of ouriterability results for Kc.The equivalence of (2.) with (3.) is a simple L�owenheim{Skolem argu-ment.We can now use Theorem 3.32 to give an inductive de�nition of K. Firstnote the following simple consequence of the de�nition of �{strength.Proposition 3.33. Let � be a cardinal of K; then the following are equiva-lent:1. N is some JK� for � < (�+)K2. There is an �{strong premouse M with projectum � such that N = JM�for some � < (�+)M.We can now de�ne the class of K{cardinals �, �{strength for K{cardinals�, and JK� for K{cardinals �, by induction on �. Given a K{cardinal �,given JK� , and given the class of �{strong premice, let M be the union of all�{strong mice projecting to �; then the ordinal height of M is (�+)K andM is JK(�+)K . We can then use (3.) of Theorem 3.32 to identify the class of(�+)K{strong mice. The limit steps in the induction are easy, using (3.) ofTheorem 3.32 again to determine the �{strong mice from JK� .For our application, we want to measure the complexity of this inductivede�nition descriptive{set{theoretically, so we shall restrict ourselves to thede�nition of JK� , for � < !V1 . In this case the mice over which one quanti�esin (3.) of Theorem 3.32 are all countable, so one easily obtainsTheorem 3.34. There is a formula '(v0; v1) such that the following areequivalent for all � < !1:1. L�+1(R) j= '[x; y]2. x is a code for some � < � and y codes JK�105The comparison proceeds by iterating the least disagreement between the current lastmodels as usual, beginning with M versus W . The rules of iteration trees on premice andphalanxes respectively determine the rest.



50 B. L�OWE, J. STEELOf course, K is invariant under forcing of size < 
, so the formula 'de�nes K up to !V[G]1 in V[G] whenever G is generic for a poset of size < 
.To de�ne K up to !1 is to de�ne it globally.We can now give the application we promised in the introduction.Theorem 3.35. Suppose 
 is measurable, and for all partial orderings P 2V
 and all G V{generic over P we have(L!1(R))V � (L!1(R))V[G] ;then there is a proper class model satisfying \there is a Woodin cardinal".Proof : We suppose toward contradiction that there is no such properclass model. This supposition puts the theory of K we have developed atour disposal. In particular, we can use the formula from Theorem 3.34 geta sentence saying that !V1 is a successor cardinal in K. We shall call thissentence �: L!1(R) j= � () 9� < (!1)V((�+)K = (!1)V)Our hypotheses guarantee that K computes some successor correctly, i.e.there is some � such that �+ = (�+)K. Because 
 is measurable, we canassume that � is inaccessible.We have two di�erent cases:Case 1 : � is true in V, i.e. !1 is a successor in K. Let G be generic forCol(!;< �), the Levy collapse to collapse � to !1. Then the generic extensioncan't satisfy � anymore.Case 2 : � is false in V, i.e. !1 is a limit in K. Then we collapse � tobe countable. By Theorem 3.29 we know that in the generic extension, thesuccessor of � is still computed correctly. But the successor is (!1)V[G], soV[G] j= �.In either case, (L!1(R))V and (L!1(R))V[G] disagree as to the truth of �,a contradiction.106 4. Beyond one Woodin cardinalWe close with some brief remarks on the progress which has been madein extending the theory we have described to core models satisfying strongerlarge cardinal hypotheses.The most important obstacle is that we have no proof of the !1 + 1{iterability of the countable elementary submodels of the premice occurringin Kc{constructions. Andretta, Neeman, and the second author have beenable to extend the proof for tame mice (Theorem 2.32) to slightly strongermice107, mice strong enough that their existence yields an inner model with a106This argument is due to Woodin, and comes from [Woo82].107Cf. [AS9?]



AN INTRODUCTION TO CORE MODEL THEORY 51cardinal � which is both a limit of Woodin cardinals and a limit of cardinalswhich are < �{strong.108 They obtain therebyTheorem 4.1. If there is a measurable cardinal and the proper forcing axiomPFA holds, then there is an inner model with a cardinal � which is both alimit of Woodin cardinals and a limit of cardinals which are < �{strong.This extends earlier work of Schimmerling, who showed that the samehypotheses imply the existence of a wild mouse.109It is important in the proof of Theorem 4.1 that one can make do withKc in the relative consistency proof; one does not need a generically absolutecore model like K. This is important because the full 
 + 1{iterability ofKc, on which the theory of K rests, is another kettle of �sh. We obtainedfull iterabilty of Kc under the hypothesis that there is no proper class modelwith a Woodin cardinal in Theorem 2.33. The argument used collapsingand absoluteness to reect a failure of iterability to the countable; the levelof generic absoluteness required is closely connected to the the complexityof the !1{iteration strategies for countable elementary submodels of Kc.110Once our mice are no longer 1{small, this level of generic absoluteness isnot provable in ZFC, and consequently, not every model of ZFC is a suitableenvironment in which to construct K.Here are some examples which illustrate this. The �rst is due to Jensen.111Let us call a weasel W a strongly local core model just in case there isa formula � which locally de�nes W both in W and in all its set genericextensions in the sense that for any (possibly trivial) G which is P{genericover W for some P 2 W , and any inaccessible cardinal � of W [G],W \V� = fx : W [G] \V� j= �[x]g:Then there is no strongly local core model W which satis�es \there is aWoodin cardinal". For let � be Woodin in W , and letj : W !M � W [G]; with crit(j) = !W1be a generic elementary embedding coming from Woodin's full stationarytower forcing.112 Since crit(j) = !1, there is a real x 2 W [G] nW . But �remains inaccessible in W [G], so is � is our formula locally de�ning W ,W [G] \V� j= :�[x]:108This large cardinal hypothesis is known as the ADR{hypothesis, because Woodin(unpublished) has shown that its consistency implies the consistency of ADR.109See [Sch95] and [Sch9?].110We used in Theorem 2.33 the fact that every properly 1{small countable mouse Mhas a �12(M) !1{iteration strategy. For mice which are not 1{small, the iteration strategiesare necessarily more complicated.111Cf. [He97]112For a reference, cf. the forthcoming monograph [Ma9?].



52 B. L�OWE, J. STEELOn the other hand, since j is elementaryM \V� j= �[x]:But Woodin's forcing has the property that M \V� = W [G]\V�, a contra-diction.The second example is due to Woodin. Suppose W is the minimal 
 +1{iterable weasel satisfying \there is a Woodin cardinal".113 Let � be theWoodin cardinal of W ; then W satis�es \I am not �+ + 1{iterable".114 Thus,although W really is fully iterable, it doesn't know how to iterate itself.The third example is the following: let W be the minimal 
 + 1{iterableweasel such that for some �, JW� is not 1{small. It is easy to see thatW = L[M], where M is essentially the sharp of the minimal fully iterablemodel with one Woodin. Then M is not ordinal de�nable in W , so that wehave a core model which fails to satisfy V = HOD . As in the previousexample, the problem here is that although M is iterable, W does not knowhow to iterate it; in fact, M is not even !1 + 1{iterable in W .These examples show that the absoluteness of the de�nition of K, andwhat underlies that, the absoluteness of iterability, no longer hold good inthe setting of arbitrary models of ZFC once one gets past the 1{small mice.Nevertheless, one can get a useful theory of K generalizing the one presentedin Section 3 to stronger mice by working only in a su�ciently good backgrounduniverse, a universe closed under building the \lower level" mice over arbitrarysets. In a relative consistency application of this theory of K, one may thenhave to construct this su�ciently good background universe, and hence thelower level mice, as part of an induction. Here is one theorem proved by sucha technique:Theorem 4.2 (Woodin). Suppose that for every G which is set generic overV, L(R) � (L(R))V[G ] ; then there is an inner model with ! Woodin cardinals.115This result strengthens an earlier result of the second author which gavethe same conclusion under the stronger hypothesis that every set of reals inL(R) is weakly homogeneous.It is not known how to extend the bootstrapping technique which yieldsthe theorem above, and others like it which involve a full theory of K, soas to obtain models with more than a proper class of Woodin cardinals.Thus there are still basic open problems concerning the iterabilty of Kc foruncountable trees within the tame mice. These are connected to a numberof very interesting potential relative consistency strength applications. Thereader who started with only what we claimed were the prerequisites for thispaper and has now made it to the end should have no trouble conqueringthese problems, although perhaps he would like to take a brief rest �rst.113Reasonable large cardinal hypotheses imply that there is such a weasel.114Neeman sharpened the argument to show that W satis�es \I am not �+1{iterable".115This result is unpublished. A slightly weaker version of it appears in [St9?b].
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